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teaching /learning. procedures which can be employed'in the remediation
of ,mildly to'severely handicapped students. Following an introductory
.chapteri Chapter 2 describes malsto manage educationdl resources.
such as time, aides, support staff, and student teachers to maximize .

. jlearning. A brief third chapter considers determining what and how toI

teach and utiIizing.ongoing assessment. A final chapter reviews.
, procedures which can be employed in-designing programs fox difficult

to teach learners. An educational environmental approach ,is stressed
which makes three basic assumptions: (1) skills are.taught,
maintained, and #ineralized through the,systematic arrangement of the
environment; (2). educators age responsible and accountable for
delineating tfiemost apkopriate arringementn,for-indiVidual

.

'learners; and. (3) learners should be taught Skills' they can fluently
use and generalite across environments. (58)
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master new tasks whether it is watching toddlers taking their first steg,.

first graders eagerly learning new sight words, or young aduits

the skillsrto succeed on their first jobs. I is a thrill to watch milaJy;

handicapped learners who were previously considered failures in readinga.

math, and spellspelling proudly learning, theSe tasks. 1 y as rewarding

N1

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

One of the great/pleasures in life is observing someo learn and

A
enjoy learning. Vicarious pleasure is derived from observing others

is observing severely handicagopd learners, for whom society in the past
14-. N 1,

had little 1pe, mastering the Skills to fitaction more independently.
7._

integrated community vocational; domestic, and recreatiOnal environmenal
.

lie'
HoWever, perhaps the greatest satisfaction comes from being .the eduCatorW

g

.
.. <

.. , k i.. .

who structured -the educational environment to facilitate such learning f G---

4 .......4 at
taking place. '

1 / . q*A- - a: ,
if----\ f Learning should be -ha f r the learners and teaching should be en-7'

joyable for educator. Educati6nal environments sh,ould begdyanamic -and

,

. . o

,/, ,

,filled With organii learning. Suohilearning environments' do not just,.

happen, they_ are systematically planned and, orchestrated by a competent-

educator, en educato'rs are highly Still6d. ih organizing educational'
..-.

environ nts they are able to .proiide aspecial kind Offreedom to learners ---

. . .

,

the reedomlto I,nsorder for teaching. to be effective the educator

ust not on 1{y orchestrate the overall learning environment but must

al so employ y apkopilate' teac hi ng/1 earRi ng , procedures to meet the i
I t

vidual ly determined needs of the learner.

.Instruc; ional technology aS used herein has two basic componentr



p , f
organization. of the learning-environment and development and implementation

o aching/learning procedires.' However, instructional technology can

be rqatively ineffective unless it is accompanied* appropriate educational

assumptions.' Very simply, effective educational programming can
t

be conceptualized as a three component equation consisting of program

organization, teaching/earning procedures, and educational -aS'sumpti ns.

Program organization (P.O.) plus teaching/learning'procedures (T.L .)

times educational assumptions (E.A.) equals amount of learning (A.L.).
, .

(P.O. + L.P.) X (EA.) z. Amount of Learning

As depicted in the equation,,the educational 'assumptions held by educators

.
have a multipJier,effect on the amount of learning. It may be the most

7-

important variable in the equation.

Educational programming should build on the assumption that if lgrners
, , L.,

-have-not acquired'skifls, the dhvirdnment hasnot been appropriately

arr''inged. Learners don't rather,instructional arr angementS may be

;-itjapprOpriately designed .for the learner. -Given this notion, .educator -s'
A. .

should be viewed as instructional environmentalists who assume that learn-. , .4 ., .1

4
ing iand lack of learning sa function 0f how,the educational environmentc

is arranged. For centuries scholars have-engaged in debates about the
.

differeritial contributions of bioltgicaNand environmental variables in the
b A 1

development=Of behavior. The purpose here is to emphasize environmental
.

variables Whi-Eh can be manipulated, rather than arguing about the -relative
3

effects of' biolOgical versus environmental variables:
VA 0

s sPecial-educators we often encounter learners who manifest neuro-,

logical; orthOpedk, vision, and hearing, impairments as well as degenerative
,

->

diseases. in suElk,cases: itmay be tempting to-attribute lack of skill, -

f4 .--, ..
.
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, . .
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acquisition to. biological variables. However, lack of skill acquisition
.

1 '

by the learner, may in fact not be due tp biological variables but rather

a- 1 ck of an, appropriate and systematic learning envieonment.

EnvirOnMentalists recognize the po ential effects of biologicAl fac-

t-ors on learning. However, rather thinfocu.sing on factors over which

they have little or no control, educati nal environmentalists focus on

arranging environmental variablesa-nd'a sdssing the effects of the

ar angement.of skill acquisition. ' Environmentalists attempt to system-

at'callyarrange the learning en7,irament to facilitate skill acquisition

a d neutralize or circumvent the effects of biological variables. When

. I '

s ill acquisition does not occur environmentalists systematically modify
.

the learning environment-to correct the Problem and increase the ltkeli-

hood that learning occurs. j t.

1p

It has been our. experience that ducators whb systematically arrange

,
the learning environment to facilitate skill acquisition and who are perss-

0 tent have-the most success. PersistJnce is a. Crycial attribute of an

effective educator. Often the learning environment- mustbe systema,tically

modified seyeral times before an effctive environmental arrangements
. .

Aetved for an individual learner. fA persistent educator does not accept

fail re but continues to systematic lly analyze a problem and try out

alte NI.t21%ptil,an effective -tion is found.

Effective educators are also; ucational determinists. That is, they

( .

actveldecide in coordination with parents, support staff, administrators

andgignificantothers specific s ilTs to teach inievidual learners. The

eduCator who is an educational d terminfs.t takes the responsibility for
.

A
'determining instrudtional objec. Yes and insuring thatYppropriate assess-

&

.
meets are perfbrmed and instructional programs implemented. °Lf skill

S

.1
fir
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acquisition does not occur the deterministic educator attributes the.result

to a failure of the instructional program.

-

Educational empiricism goes hand.in hand with educational environment-

alism and determinism. Educational empiricism can be described by the

following statement, "If a skill is important enough to teach, it is impor-
,

tant enough to measure.". That is, whether or not a learner can perform

skills should be assessed prior to instruction and learner skill acquisition

cirefulTy monitOr/ed. An educational program may or may not result in skill
A'

acquisition. The afional empiricist uses systematic, ongoing assessment

of learner progress to document program effectivene4s. Assessment information

is used to deterMine if a prOgram ics_rrking and/should be continued, if

.

the program is not working and sholpd be moOlfied or if the learner,has

acquired the skill and should advance tp he next step inia curriculum. As

used.here, educatiOnal programmingOr teaching involves prescrjbing what

tb teach, systematically arriangi7 the learning environment to facilitate

skill acquisition:and/or to neutralize/circumvent the effects of biological

variables while monitoring learner performance.

One of the primary barriers to leaimers' skill acquisition is often
.

what we think we.know about Tdarning potential. For example, in thb not too

distant past we thought we 1@w-that learners'labeled.trainably mentally .

retarded could not learn td "read and that severely handicapped learners

coulCI not learn to function more independently in integrated .community

vocational, domestic, and'recreational environments. SucK-fimited expecta-
,

r--
tjops became selffulfilling prophecies. That is, the limited expectations

limited what was taught., thus fulfjllinglbe expectations.

Today, there is ample evidenCe that learners Labeled trainable mentally

3

,

.



retarded can acquire reading skills and that severely handicapped learners'

can be educated to function more independently-in integrated community

settings. However, as a result of our past limited expectations, we

have generations of handicapped people with educationally imposed skill

,deficits., As educators we must attempt not to replicate our past mistakes

of arbitrarily limiting what learners are taught. Instead, we should

assume that each individual learner has an unknown learning potential.

the assumption that each learner has an unknown learning pliential

does not imply that we will be successful in teaching all learners4o*

acquire all the skills we attempt.to teach. However,'it does assume that

if we systematically and persistently apply appropriate instructional

.technology that learners will'acquire many more'skills than our past

expectations would predict. It is better to systematically and persist -

ently attempt to teach a skill with the expectation that it will be

learned than not to systematically and pe2istently try to teach the skill

at all. Similarly, it is better to assume that lack of'skill acquisition

is due.to the educational program rather than an inherent learner skill
.

deficit.'Ithis assumption leaves the door open for educational environ-
,

Mehtalists to search for better environmental arrangements'fOr facilitating

skill acquisition arid/or circumventing biological variables. Even after

repeated failures to teach skills, it is,better to assume that-the prograT

failed than to blame the failure on 'a characteristic.Of the learner and

forever inhibit further attempts to teach the skills.

The educational assumptions of environmentalism, determinism, empirici

likand.unknown potential must be backed up by the educator's ability to deliver

effective educational program's. Deliyering such programs involves system-

4
atically rand persistently employing theprinciples,of instructional technology

4
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to program organizdtion and teaching/learning prOcedures.
'

P.

This book primarily describes program organization and teaching/learning

procedures which can be emplOyed.in the-remediation of everyday education-

al challenges'osf educators of the mildly everely handicapped. The book
7

has been divided into three majorsections.' Chapter Two of the _book en- 0

compasses educational program organization. It describes'hoW to manage

--educational resources such as time, aides,; support staff, and 'student

--feachers to maximize learning. Chapter Three articulates essential comPo-

,

nentp of educational prbgramming such_aS "what" and "how" to teach.- Finally,

Chapter Four desCribes basic-procedures which can be employed to remediate

everyday challenges to learner skill acquisition.

6
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' CHAPT\ER II: PROGRAM ORANIZATRA

\ 40..6

An educatiorial. or clasroom program can be conceptualized as a

-
small organization. The members of the organization usually incOde the:

teacher, aides, pare4s, and lnstructidnalresourCe personnel :(elg., speech

* therapists, physical therapists, guiddnce counseldrs): The goal of the

organizatidn is to provide appropriate and effective individualized edu-

'cational programs to a select group of learners. Thp organization has a
at-

limited amount of time and resources to accomplish the goal. The members

of the organization must carefully coordinate their efforts_to-Make the

' maximum use of available- res .ces.

The special educado7rshould take direct responsibility for ensuring that

appropriate and effective individualized educational programs are developed,

implemented, and monitored for objectiVes in each learner's Individualized

Educational Plan,(IEP). That is, the special educator should assist mem-

bprs7of the classroom organization in organizing their efforts to maxi-
.

mize the effectiveness and availability of the limited time.and resources.

It is important for special educators to provide this kind of assistance

to classroom teachers in order to maxlmize the learner's chances to engage

in newly acquired behaviors.,

,Although the function of many special educators has seen to provide
,

direct instruction to learners, the emerging role df the special Oicator

involves as.much resource and systems management as direct teaching. It is

not unusual for educators to find,that lack of program organization signifi-

cAtly,inhibits the amount and efficiency of direct instruction.

In theenot too distant past, few personnel resources were.available to

special'educators. Today, many more resources are available such as aides,

volunteers, and support personnel, Unfortunately, unless tesourcesare

appropripteJy m naged, teachers, can find themsel-ves in a position where the

7
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-integrity of a learifer's program is diminished becao§e many people are

responsible for different components of the program. Withodt one Ws01-

being held'accountable, the total-program may 'become fragmented. With
. .

additional resources it may become necessdryfor
.

the teacher ,. to'spend more

time in'imeetingsAnd activities to coordinate and monitor the resources .

_ .

and Allocate less time.to direct instruction. Unless resources are care-
-,

, . ..
. . .

fully orchestraed Vie addition of resources to programs may result in a-
.7, . ..

O , ..:

fragmented educational program, and can actually de-relatively detrimental.
, .

.

, %
When several disciplines or resources are involved in Assessing learners

.1

and in developing, implementing, and evaluating educational plirnt,T some:I
p.44 *-

. .

one has to be_responsible for synthesizing the input-from multiple sources

O

into a cohesive and coordinated plab. As:suggested by Diane-8ricker (1976)

the person responsible for this task can aptly be called an t`educational-
c

synthesizer". The educational synthesizer's-function is .a natural role for
-

the special. educator when the learners of concern are or haverecently been

eligible for special education.

As an educational synthesizer the special educator can perform at least :
, .. .

.

one or.all of the following functions depending on the needs of individual
. . ....... \

learners.

. The' educational Synthesizer'can elicit tEP recommendations from
relevant interdisciplinary exp6ts sucas physicians, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, parents, speec therapists;
reading specialists, and/or psychologists and-transl te-them
into measurable educational objectives for the learne
With the ongoing technical and consultative assistance from such
experts the educational synthesizer can develop,,assist in the
implementation and. monitor effective educational programs-which
meet the objectives.

2. When interdisciplinary specialists are providing direct eduCa- ,

tional services in addition to technical assistance and consulta-
tion, the educational synthesizer can incorporate the:,direct

-1
sem)ces provided 'nto the learners' ,IEPs. In addition, the
educational synthes er c insure that the direct servjce
objectives are integra and coordinated with'other educa-

- 8 .12 ; .



tiondl programs. For instance; if a sPeech therapist is Iro-
viding direct therapy to a learner'twenty minutes a day to re-
mediate articulation and communication problems, the educational
synthesizer can ensure that the skills acquired in direct therapy
are taught throughout the day to facilitate skill maintenance
and generalization.,

3 When special education learners are being partially or fully
\ mainstreamed into regular education classes, the special edu-

cator can proyide technical assistance and .support to the
/ 'teacher in the mainstreamed environment toensure'continuity of

the learner's IMP objectOes and, effectiveness of programming.

4. When special education learners are being transitioned from one
special educational environment to another (e.g., from a full time
selfcontained class to a part time resource'room) within or across
schdol.districts, the special educators fromthe sending programs
should provide technical assistance and support-to the receiving

e, special educators to ensure continuity of the learners' IEP objec-
tives and effectiveness of the programming.

As illustrated by the functions of an educational synthesiier,the role

of'the special educator involves much more thatn'providing direct instruction.

Although the special educator must be able to provide effective and efficient

direct i truction in order to be an effective educational synthesizer, the

special educator must also work well with others, be a wise consumer of

interdisciplinary services, and be able to effectively provide technical

assistance, consultation, and inservice training to others. All these-skills

are necessary to maximize the level of skill acquisition.and social integration

of students with handicapping conditions.

In order to be an &fective educational program organizer and educational

synthesizer t e special 'educator should be competent at least the follow-
.

ing areas.

1. Maximation of Direct Instructional Time:
.

*a. Scheduling the educational day,

b. .FittinOlireot instetiction.into the school day,

p, Maximizing the use of instructional resources, and

11170512Ptiss into group programs.

13



2. Management of Ed cational Resourceg:

a. Delineating available resources,

b1 Utilizing av ilable resources,

c. Assigning and monitoring the accountability of resources, and
.',

d. Providing ins rvice-training, consultative and technical
9

assistant services to others.

3. Utilization of Ins ructional Technology:

a. Assessing lea ner performance,

b. Writing instructional objectives,

c. Teaching/learn ng procedures, and -

d: Monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness.of the teaching
learning procedures.

Scheduling the Educational Day

_Educational programs should be organized to serve the educational needs

of the learners. The progra organization should be designed to maximize

the time and' resources needed to meet the obiectiveg specified on the IEP.
N .

,

IEPs should serve as the foFa point for' educational prograM organization.

4116,'(

Any proposed organization -sho ld t*critlEilly evaluated in relation to

its effect on learners and on meeting the IEP objectiveg.

One of the most signific nt factors in maximizing learner skill ac-

quisition is the amount of ti e learners spend receiving direct instruWoh

(Fredredericks, Anderson & Ba dwin, 1979). Direct instructional time as used here,

in includes only time when di ect and systematic instructift on objectives spec;

.

ified on the learner's IEP is taking place:.For insta ce, music,recess, juice time,:
. .

. .,
Ar

field trips, free time .and so on cannot be counted a Lirect instructional,
: - . .

time unless these are instruc ional objectives for. tivities and a r

.. 2. program to gystematically tea h and monitor acquisitidn.of those object4es.
. .

, .

An initial step and in0 esting exercise related to maximizing in-

structional time is to aalaul.te how much potential directInstructional

time
0.

is. available.' First, line out a schedule of non - instructional

10' ,14



and potential direct instructional times which typically occur during the

school day. An example schedule for an elementary school special educe-

tion:c)asS 4$ delineated. Don't include time it takes to make transi-

t tionS_between activities as direct instructional time if there are no

instruct4onal, 'objectives for that time. ,

0

'Elementary

8:30 - 8:45 Learners get off bus,:take off jacket.

8:45 - 9:00 Free play time.

9:00 - Opening activities: 1

/ 9':15- 10:15 Potential instruction time.

- 10:15 - 10:40. Soack'anyoileting (Recess).

10:40 - 11:30 Potential instruction time.

11:30 - 11:45 Clean-up and preparation for lunch.

11:45 - 12:15 Lunch.

12:15 -.12:45 r:e.e time, nap.

12:45 - 1;05 oileting.

1:05 - 1:30

1:30 - '2:00

2:00. - .2:15

2:15 - '2:30;

Potential instruction time.

Rhys. Ed., Art, Music.

Quiet time activity.

!!et, gets ready for bus.

Unfortunately,ithe schedule depicted aboVe is not atypical. It is

noteworthy that the learners to the hypothetical program only have one

hour and fortyliveminutes of. potential instructional ,time in a six-hour

school clay. It is more than likely thot the learners.ere not being

videddirect instruction for the total one hour and forty-five m

their potential instructional time. If ode assumes, a 180-day the

"",;=.:.%4 learners have only 315 hours of potential direct instructional outA,
*
\:.,of the 1080 school hours available.

. The amount of potential instructional time available will be drama-
4

ticall,y reduced if,for instance, a bus frequently arrives late or other non-
.

4
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A

direct.inst7tional acti ities periodically infringe on available direct

instructional time. Let' say that due to late buses, parties, emergencies,

and so on, an-average of 10 minutes of available direct instructional time

is lost per day. Assuminl a 180 day schoolyear, this accumulates to 30

7 ,

hours of,lost instructional time per:year (a week of yhool)!

We have dwelt on instructional time to make two points. First, the

amount -of direct instructional time is one of tie most important variables

related to how many skill learners acquire. Second, the educator should ,

carefully schedule instructional time and closely adhere to the schedule "

because seemingly small 1 sset in direct instructional time-perday result .

infgriificant'yearly.los es of instructtonartime.

Aq,After you have delis Wed atypical daily program schedule for learn-
,,-- t

moers,, calculate how much tetial dtrect instructional time is.availahle
)

At a bare minimum, half f. the schooliday should be potential direct,- -

instructional time. If less than half of the school day is potential
. -

direct instructional time, rearrange the schedule such that.at least half

of it is potential direct instructional time. .

When morelthan half of the school day is potential direct instructional

time you hoe completed an initial step in maximizing theamount of.direct

teaching. ,oweveri you haVe only begun.4 It is eyential to emphasize that

potential direct instructional time iseoften less than actual direct in-
.

structional time. As previously articulated, actual direct instructional

time only, includes the amount of time learners spend in planned, systematic

irfstruction directly related to IEP objectives. Time spent ip.moving the

learner from one direct instructional program to another; providing short,

12
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,

breaks..between programs,' preparing to implement pinograms.andaso on shouldbreaks; between

not be counted as direct instructional time. Thus, we have to program
.

a, more than .half the school day ass potential direct instructional time in
..

...4
. ,

o

order'Xo adhieye half the school day'as actual direct teaching time. De-
,''' _ ,

voting half "the School 'day to-actual instructionoLtime is clearly a very
. ,

minimum standard. c:Continuing effort should be placed on Increasing the

time availa4e to well over half of the school day.

Once,a schedule with ample potential instructional time is established,

persistently adhere'tS it. When circumstances arise that infringe on the

length of the school- day, attempt to rearrange the day such that non-direct

instructional activities are eliminated or abbreviated instead of direct

instructional,Programs. Arrange for important social---activities such as

birthday patties, Christmas parties, HalloWeen parties, Thanksgiving parties

and so bn to occur during non-dirkt instructional times. When the amount

of potential direct instructional-time has been maximized, the next task .
a

is to fit the le'arners' direct instructional programs into the potential

direct instructional times;'

Fitting Direct Instructional Programs into the Time Available

-
-Fitting the direct instructional programs a learner should be providedA

_

2*
into.direct instructional time available can be a very complex task. We

have broken the task into subtasks in an attempt to make it easier. An ini-

tial step in fitting directinstr'uctional programs to time available is.to

,assign a reasonable amount of instructional time to each objeWve in learn,_--

ers' IEP4.

one approach to assigning instructional time to objectives is to pro-
, 4-,

. 4

`vide equal programming time fbr each objective. In this manner instructional

time can be conveniently blocked into uniform fifteen, twenty, or thirty

13
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minute segments, However, a better approach is to prioritize learners,

educational objectives on the basis of learner needs% For example; if

a learner's primary need is in the area of reading,, reeding should be-given

priority. Similarly, when tht learner's primary - needs, are in Mot3r,lcommuni-
-

cation or.self-care, these reas should be Oven riority.

As a rule of thumb objectives with the higher priorities'should be

allotted more instr ctional time than objectives with;,the.loWer priorities.

If reading obj,= tives are the highest priority objectives and. cursive

writing ar the lowest, then, for eximple, reading may be'allotted forty-
-.

five' nutes of direct instructional time'per day and cursive writing may

allotted ten or fifteen-minutes.

Ft must be emphasized that when allotting high priority objectives, such

/ as reading'or communication, forty -five minutes of time does not imply that-
,

one forty-five minute reading instructional time has to bey blocked into

. the.day, There could be three fifteen-Minute'reading instructional times

per day. In,fict there is evidence which indicates that distributing in-
.

structional time on objectives throughout the day may be beneficial to

learner skill acquisition, maintenance, and gene alization (Mulligan, Gues
ti

.0.
Holvoet, & Brown, 198.__.

.

' Once learner's tOtal needed nstructional time Kis been calculated,

mi, \ /
subtract the time from the 9otential instructional time available. If

learner's needed:instruc#6nal time is greaterlthan the potential inst uc-
.,

.),,

tional'time avail";
,

some neon-instructionaT4activities may have t
. ,

shortened or eliminated. On,the other hand, if potential instructio al
,

. .

time available is greater than heeded instructional time, do not inc ease

the nUmberO)r-duration of non-instructional activities to fi141 up t e time.

First, carefully assess if there are skills learners should be acqu ring

'whichiare not included in their IEPS. Ift*e'arei:''idd these to t e IEPs

14 .
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el

and fill out the time with direct instructional programs. An alternative,
. .., .

is to increase the amount of instructional time for objectives alreqy in
4

learners' IEPs. .
k

\
\

i ,

Up to this point, the process of organizing the ed cational program

V

k

has been based upon learner needs. We first determined learners' needs

as indicated by their IEPs, then assigned each one a needed\mount of

direct instructional time and finally insured that the learner's needed

instructional_time was compatible with,the direct instructional time avail-

able. Now comes the challenge. Although there maybe enough time in a

day to provide adelyate direct instruction on each objective in learnerS'

IEPs there may not be enough instructional pellnnel (e.g., teachers,

aides, volunteers, student teachers) to implement programs for each
K

objective.

It is educationally unsound to decrease the amount ofdirectPinstruc-

r

tional time on objectives or not to provide direct instruction_on_sbme_

jectives due to lack of -instructional personnel. Decisions on what to

teach learners and hoAmuch time to allot to direct instruction shoUlde

based on learner needs, not the resources which are currently available.
,

In addition, when theahumber of current instructional personnel appears

'-to be insufficient, the time and re of the cqprent instructional person=role

nel should be reallocated prior to requesting more personnel. Only whefi

it has been 'determined that reallocating the time and roles_OL,existing

personnel will not solve the-problem, should additional personnel be,re-, a%

quested. The learners' IEPs, needed instructional time, and tim commit-s-
metitslof.instruction'irpersonftel can them provide the justifiti n

.for

more
.

-
staff.

7
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GrouiTIns Learners for Instruction

4 7

Appropriatdiporoup-Wearne

A -
reduce the number of instrtictiofial personnel

instruction can substantially

required to implement direct

iiistructidnal programs Atjeast three:types of arFengements can be used

to' group learners for direct instructith: h6Mogenous skill group instruc--

tidn; heterdgenous skill group instrixtion within the-same skill domain;

and skill group' instructienacross skill domains.
,

.

A first step'in grouping leerners fordirect instruction is toe .

deiermine'Which learners have similar direct instructional needs. A chart,

w

similar to the,one depicted in Figire 'kmabe used to ascertain which

learners have similar instructionaY,neds,',.,
.

414

. HOU*.

CHART TO DETERMINE SIMILAR iifiECT.INSTRUCTION4 NEEDS

r'
_

/
DOMAIS

` !

Learners Self Care Reading
Co witty
Living

Etc.

1. John tie shoes initial

sight wort`

%

cros street-
'make change

2. Mary brush hair niti&P
phonicS

.

-cross street'

.

3.-,Scott tie shoes
comb hair

initial

sight words

\

make change

Etc. .

4/

List the name,of each learner in,the right hand column of the chart.

Under Skill Domains list appropriate skill domains for learners in.yoUr

/
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7 ;

educational program. All 'of the learners'.IEP' objectives should l=it' into
, .

4
One of the skill domains,. In the rOW4next to each learner's name write the

specific skills the learner should be taught under the appropriate skill

, .

domain. This chart proyides
.

a vehi for determining which learners have
.- . N

similar direct instructional needs and can be.grouped into either a homo-:

genous Skill,_group, a/heterogenous skill grourwithin'one skill domain, or I'

a heterogenous skill /group aCeOss skill domains. -,

ft

Homogenous Skill Group Instruction 100

/
. .

.,

Learners may 13e grOuped into a homogenoue,skill group when they are

r
functioning at apprIoximately the same skilg level within A skill domain

.

,
,

. and have very similar direct instructibnal program needs-. Fo ex ple;

. .

,

learhers at approximately the.same skill.levels in'4r.eading, math, communica-

tion or' self carepould 6p g-rouped for instruction. I -*

t e hoWithin mogenous grouping ail he learners s would simU* taneously
.

receive ins ructIon on ihe'saMe §ki.11s. Fstr example, a reading group could,., a/It

be formed and all the learners could recetye instruction on the same phonics
.tr

skills t roLigh either teacher-made materials or, commercially available,

direct instractional curriculum: Likewise-, if three learners are scheduled
0

fOzdirect instruction on the same self care or languageskills, they

,could be grouped and taught simultaneously. Within a hOmogenoug group-

ing'arrang&ent; learner's receive simultaneous instrUctitta pntthessame

kills.

A challengdiko hoMogenous skill grouping is finding'learns with .

approximately the same skill training needsvithin one skill doMain. It is

not educationally appropriate toplace learners in.a. homogenOus gAmp

rangement when.they -do not have similar- educational needs. Since all

learners in the group will receive instruction on the same'gkills, learnef-s.

17'
.
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_

. 'with di§similar sktlI training needs may spend valuabZt direct instruc-
-

0 4 0

ii ti oval time learning or practicing skills, which, not releVant to' 1 .
,, N ' .

. .
their. needs.

.,

r

t

A further challenge to a hOmogenous skill, 0oup arrangement is main-
. ... .).k C'

"taining the integrfty of the group. Learners within. the group wil acquire
Alk

,..

the skills being taught at.different-rdtes. .At least three strategies may
.

. ,

be.employed when this occurs. One., drop,the slOkst and/or fastest learners.
.

: - $11ft i .e
. .

out of the group and put them in anew group. Tr, provide, extra tutorial
i -.. .4.

- .
.

instructional time to the slowest leiAlers in .itheTiOup such .that they can.
6J

.

Ig

keep up., -For example, in addition to providing,group inttructional:tiMe
.

for Warners falling behind, proVlde.them with ten to fifteen minutes of

daily tutorial instruction taught by a Faster learner in the group, an

&ide.or a student teacher: 'Three, iswitch,from a homogenous groupjArrange-

.Ment to a heterbgenous group wrrangement, 4

( `-

, Heterogenous Skill Group Instruction Within the Same Skill,Doniain

this-instructional arrdngelnent invobtes gro4ing learners who' have

dissimilar skill training needs within theSame $kill domiin. For example,
. - .. ,: . ...

a learner who is acquiring basic sigiit words could. be
,

placed in the isame

reading group as a learner acquiring phonic,s.J_Similarly, .a learner -re=
.

.
... -

quiring shoe tying skills could be-placed in the same self-dare
-.group

as
--..

-/ :- - .

a -learner acquiring the skills to independently pull up pants. When using
1 -

a heterogenous s1,411 grouping arrangement, alwayS attempt to group learners

0
with the most simile direct instructional needs together, to facilitate the

learners incidentally acquiring rele ntskills Just-a lyttle ahead or
, , .

behind where they'are in a cUrriculum...,.

Two heterogenout skill-grouping arrangements are'round robin instruc-
,

\
`

k .
.. ,

...

,
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s'
'14 tiOn and cooperative goal_str cturing round robin .ttrancleient,

the teacher 'provides direct - instruction 4 learners

in.a.round,robin fashion first providing a fewrinutes or trials' of in-:

struction to learner A; then learner B,.then learner C, and returning to
,

. II y 4

, learner A.. Leahiers not being ,directly instructed should.attend to the

learffer-being instructed and
. wait* their turns. Attending can be

. shaped by providing instruction (positive interactions) to learneri wh6

have been attending and ignoring those who have not been. SiMple cues

'such as "I'll give John his turn because he watched me". often Allickly shape

`up attending. Praising learners who,attend also often quickly shapes

-

attending.

Cooperative goal structuring is a technique which allows classroom
4.

teachers to heterogenously group students for academic subjects (Johnson

and Johnson, 1975). Students,with varying skill levels work together
-

/.

to acquire academic content and poiitive interdependence on one, another.

Utilizing the procedures aiSocThted with cooperative goal structures re-

quires

;.

arranging contingencies which result in positive cognitive and

affective learnin 4

Heterogenous Skill Graup Initruct'on Across Skill 'Domains

Heterogenous skill group in tructioriicross skill do.nains differs from'

heterogenous skill group instruction within a skill domain only in that

learners with direct instructional needs"froni different skill domains are

grouped. For example; learner A may be acquiring shoe tying skills while
.

learner B may be acquiring sight woritls skills thrdugh the teacher pro-.

Niding instruction in'a round robin fashion. For reasons discussed pre-
,

4 4
viously, skill grouping across skill domains is not-as advantageous as

.1.

19
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2..skil/ grouping within 'skill domains:.

One-to-One Instruction

This arrangement iniolves one instructional staff member providing

4 direct instruction to one learner.' Research has repeatedly dem strated

4"- that group instruction is generally as effective...or o e effective than one-

to-one instruction with Mildly to 'severely h. icapped.learners (e.g., Alberto,

JobeS, Sizemore, & Dtran, 1930).-

in that learners can acquire practice shills through observing others in

instruction appears to be advantageous

. -the group. In addTtio group instruction can be usedto teach such skills

ds.rfurn.talking .ttending, and social skills.

One one instruction should be the instructional arrangement of

las esort. 'Learners should not be excusedfrom group-initructfom because

they 'do not attend $r take turns, but should be included in,group
WA.

, to learn. these skills. In addition to the,edvantages of'gry in-

S6uction on learner skill 'acquisition, it has the obvious advantage of
1

.- -,

significantly reducing the number of instructional staff needed to iTple-.
% .

ment direct instructional.prygra5s.. However: for group instruction to be

maximally effective, group size should typdally be'limited.to two, to five

,00
learners (Becker; Enge1mann, & Thomas, 1975).

/

After grouping,learners for instruction, a-chart similar to.Figure 2
- - ,

- -4... .

can be derived. As depicted 'in Figure 2 both group and.oneto-one.in-

.)
struttion are delineated., In addition, instructional time per grouping

can occur in one time slot per day, be,distributed into several time

slotp,.and/or occur periodically-throughout,the week, depending on indi-

vidual learnd needs.
. ,

.1... \Fitting Skill Groupings Into, the School Day

In arder,.to,fi,f skill groupings into the school day, currently

..20
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FIGURE 2.

CHART OF'SKILL-GROUPING

SKILL GROUPING. 'LEARNERS .

1. SW-care:
Heterogenous -

'Dressing'

2. Reading:

Homogenous
sight words

3. Reading:
,Heterogenous
,Phonics and
context

.4. Language:
Heterogenou%
sighing

'5. Motor:
. -Head control

One-to-one /1
.Adaptjve,

physical,

6: Education: .
.

Meterogenous

O

John and Mark

John, Mark, Mary,.
Abe

$

Scott-and Sue

John, Mark and Mary

John

All 1earoers

AMOUNT OF TIME

26 minutes
once a day

15 minutes

twice a day

10 minutes

.20 minutes

once a day

10 minutes
four times a
day

30 minutes
three times a

. week

O

212= -

O
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able Anstructirl resources have to be niigtled to each grouping and a

time slot for providing the instructionshouldlieAesignated. Curr ntly

available instructional resources include. teachers, aide, support staff .

(e.g.., Physical therapist, speech therapist), volunteers, parents; etc.
.#'

. List\each instructional resource and they times per day hey will ,be
/.e(

1

avaf blq'to .provide direct instruction. Only' list times for which thereabbe'

, .

.

is a *m commitment.- It is vital .when sphdduiing2stUgnt teachers, vOlun-

Ateers, and support pdrsonnel that thdy will regularly be available at set

times on specific days. Without such.a)commitment we, cannot plan on
.

-them'regulariy-4mpleminttng direct instruction. Loose arrangements can
.

'result in signifiCant lossel of instructional time.
a

, -.

A chart similar to the 'one in.F1gure 3 may be used to list instruc-'

tional resources....

a

FIGURE 3

INSTRUCTIONAL RESOOR0t.C R

2

. ,

-i4, \ TIMES AVAILABLE*
, .

RESOURCES
,

MON TUES , WED
. ..

, THU :FRI

Sally 'r
(aide)

.

... ..

Jim
.

(aide) -

Lilly

(speech therapist)

Mark.

(practicum student)

Julie

(student teacher)

Teacher

)oe -.
+ -ive'P.E.)

MaeY
(art teacher)

All day
.1

9:00,
11. 0 0

9:30-
10:00

)

All

morning

All day

r
'

i °

11:15-
11:45

.

%

,

.

.

,

r-
,

. .

*00

,

.

:15-
V2:45

it .. .

g100-

11:00

9:30-.
k10:00

,

- A

1-:36-

2:45-,

8:00,-.

11:00, ,

..

Ob

,A

---

.

t*

c

. .

,

2:00-

2:30 -
/
11:15-

11:4$

2:00- ,

2:30

--
,

so.

--

.

1

22
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As indicAted by the chart the hypothetical educational program has many

potentiAl providers of direct instruction available. At least two ipoten-

tial problems exist with the time listed. n the char.t. One, the amount

of time support personnel (e.g., the speech pathologist, adaptive physical

educational teacher, and art teacher) Can provide direct instruction is
of

extremely limited. Two, the teacher listed him/herself as having all

day available for providing direct instruction. Since .the teacher must

train aidei and others to implement programs and monitor ther program

implementationjt is not possible for the teacher to devote all day to

directinstruction. Tie teacher who has to oversee- program implementation

O' by others should not list him/herself as available all day to provide

direct-instruction. Educator-management of instructional resources will

be discussed in detail later.

1

'T-

The limited amount of direct instructional time that resource

^ 1

personnel,such as speech therapists,,physical therapists, occupational

therapist; `r specialists, and adaptive.phystcal_education teachers,
4

have often presents difficulties wbgn learners' high priority direct

Arittructional objectives are in areas of the resource personnel expertise.'

Typically, resource staff"have large caseloads and thus have to allocate

their direct service time among may needy learners. However, communi-

. cation,-motor or-reading'skill programming may be the learners' highest

priority,,objectives4 mandating that more direct instruction time be de-
4. 0.

voted tosuch programs than service staff can provide due to the size
).

`of their caseloads. The amount of instructional time should be based

-
upon learner needs and should ,not be arbitrarily limited,by the size

of_the resource staff's caseload. There are at least three solutions

to this challenge. )
23.



a. Reduce Resource Staff Caseloads

Resource staff cas loads could be reduced such that they can
provide more direct ser ice to learners. This is a highly un-
likely solution since it is expensive and resoutte staff in such
areas as speech therapy, occupational therapy, physical*therapy,
and adaptive physical Oucation are often in short supply nation-
wide. Even if the money were available.to fund another position '-

it might be difficult o fill.

More importantly, it has been cogently argued and deMonstrated
that, in general, reso ce personnel can often be better utilized
in technical assistance and consultation roles than direct service.

. provider roles (Sternat, Messina, Nietupski, Lyon, and Brown, 1977).
We do not mean to imply that professional resouce personnel should
not provide direct services. Our argument is that many learners
:can be better served through resource personnel providing technical
assistance and consultation to teachers, aides, and parents on the
development, implementa ion, and monitoring of direct services
rather than providing it themselves. When it can be demonstrated
that direct services cannot be provided through the specialist°
providing technical assistance and consultation to the special
educator or parent, the specialist should provide direct services.
If resource staff are uSed"in technical assistance and consulta-

tive-roles tbadirect instructional personnel, the amount of time
allocated to programs in suppht service staffs area of expertise
can be greatly increased.

b. Split Resource PersOnnel lime Between Direct and Consultative

Resource personnel time can be split between direct service,
provision and consultation/technical assistance depending upon
individual learner needs. Within this approach instructional
resource personnel can provide some direct servites Io learners
and train the special educator, aides, student teachers, volunteers,
and parents to provide-additional services. In the best of all
worlds, when resource personnel are providing direct services, they,
will provide them withi the classroom such that the special
educator can observe thepand insure that skills taught are
practiced and/or taughtithrousihout'the learner's day to facilitate'
skill maintenance and generalization.

c. Eliminate Direct Service Provision by Resource Personnel

Resource Personnel can provide consultatibn and technical
assistance to the educator and not provide direct services. This
approach has n obviousklisadvantage for learners who need direct
services pro ided by resource personnel.

The positi n articulated above indicates that it would be unwise for

special educa ors to use resource personnel full time for eitherconsulta-

tion or direct instruction. Depending pn.the needs of the individual

24
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learner; the time shoed be diyided between direct instructional time

A
.

tlf

and consultation/technical assistance.

.Given the known resburces we can'rew fit the learner program into

the school day. A chart similar to that'in Figure 4 may be used to block

learners' programs into the school day.

FIGURE 4

CHAR NFOR MAPPING.LEARNER'S PROGRAM INTO THE SCHOOL DAY

P Program . L = ,Learner/s I = Instmictor

TIME OF DAY a' MON TUES
4

WED
.r

THUS FRI

8:30- 8:45 P =

r .

, .
,

8:45- 9n00
7 .

-P =

I =

- .

.

.

9:00- 9:15
, -

P =
L -1.'

I=

..

c

'.

.

'-

9:157. 9:30 P =

I = ,ip

-.

.

96:30- 9:45 P =

L=
I =

v

.

' e

,

9:45-10:00 P =

/.. ,

..

.

0 ,,

C.

10:00-10:15

.

.

. L
s..

I =

.

/

.

..

.

.

. .

10:15-11:00 P =

A
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"As illustrated in the chart the school day is broken into very

small time blocks. This allows for flexibility in programming. A short

fifteen-minute program cah be scheduled in one block or a long forty-five
-

minute prOgram can be scheduled across three blocks. The times of day

'delineated in the blocks must of course be adapted to meet individual

.4
'and clasS needs.

... Listeein'each-timeblock.o6 thechart.ai;e the program (P), learners
f -.

(L), and :instruttor(s) (I.). Through carefully and creatively allocating
,

instructional personnel tb skill and learner groupings .ie attempt to

provide direct instruction for each learner through efficient utilization
.0

of current resources. Ha/ever, even with careful and creative planning

there may be a shortage of staff 'for providing direct instructional

services. Additional staff are pow justified and may be obtained. through
.

recruiting peer tutors, student teachers, and volunteers, or hiring

additional aides.
o

After personnel have been assigned to learners' direct instructional

programs and they have been integrated into the school' day, further steps

should be taken to increase the amount of direct instructional time avail-

able. Time in the day not slated for direct instruction can be trans-

formed into direct instructional time by requiring learners to practice

and generalize skills being taught during non-direct-instructional times.

For example, if a learneOs acquiring functional reading and money skills,

the learner could be taught to readmenu and mak0e appropriate change'

at lunch." A learner acquiring head control or communication skills can

be required to practice the skills throughout the day. Learnerscqujring

dressing skills can be required No practice *dressing and undressing skills

upon arriving at and leaving school, and before and'after toileting And

30.
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gym. Games and play activities can be devised far free time which re-

quire practice of acquired skills. Obviously, almost all nondirect in-
.

stuctional time can be made directly relevant to learners' IEP objectives.

Transformirig nondi'rect instructional time into direct instructional time

does, not just happen and must be carefully ploned.

Once learners' programs arethapped into the schedule and apbropriate'

instructional personnel have been assigned to,provide direct instruction,

the next challenge is to develop .asysteth for training and monitoring

the direct instructional services.provided,by others. We cannot merely

assign instrqctional personnel to learners and delineate the skills to, be,

taught in a specific time block and expect that effective direct instruction

will occur. A system for training and monitoring the provision of direct

and indirect-instruction by others must be developed and implemented.

Training and Monitoring Instruction Provided by Others

An initial step. in synthesizing direct instruction provided by .others

(e.g., 'aides', student teachers, support personnel) is tp ensure that they

have been assigned to carry out Specific,-direct instructional programs

during prescribed time blocks. As previously described, a chart similar

to that depicted in Figure 4 may be used to accomplish-kthis task.,

Instructional staff.can be'divided into two cateuries, resource and
*

tutorial staff. Resource staff includes personnel with training

tise'in physical:therapy, occuPational therapy, reading, speech th

4

etc. Tutorial staff includes aides, volunteers,,,student teachers, peer

.

tutors, etc. who gill need ,training and close supervision in the imple-

mentation of direct instruction.

27 -3



Mani in Inst uction Provided b Tutors
a

TS/ ally tutors will have atleast the following responsibilities:

,... li. Implementation of directional instructional programaS
designed.

2. Monitor learner progreS's in direct instructional programs.

3. Summaize;and/or graph data on learner progress in instruc-
tional programs.

.

4. Prepare materials for direct instructional programs.

5. Notify an educator ftediately if they cannot. implement
a program-as designed and/or are unable to joMplement a pro-
gram at all.

Educators usually have at least the \following responsiblities, related

to teaching-assistants:

, ,

.1. Organize the educational program and assIgm directinstruc-
t tional responsibilities.

2. Design direct instructional progiams 'including teaching/
learning procedures, data collection procedures, and graphs.

3. Train teaching assistants to-implement direct instructional
programs and collect and summ rize data.

4. Frequently monitor implemenfat:ron of direct instructional
programs to insure that the programs. are implemented as
designed: -.

5. Meet regularly with tutors to make changes in direct instruc-
tional programs and provide feedback tb tutors on their
performance.

To facilitate tutor 'meeting their job respontibilities and. the

'educator achieving his / Her responsibilities, the educator should complete

at least the following rganization activities: a) the job roles of
.

the tutors should be p ecisely defined and tutors should agree to ful-

fill the job roles; b) 'tutors should be providedwith inservice training .

and technical assistance on skills necessary to fulfill their job roles;

c) fulfillment of job role responsibilitiei should be frequently monitored

to ftovide the tutor with feedback on performance and any,necessary additional'

inservice-training arpoilechnidal assistance.
Alk
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Tutors such as aides, student teachers; and volunteers should be

hired or recruited.to perform tpecific.duties. Prior to hiring or re-,

cruit ing_tutors, the job roles should be.precisely articulated to insure,

*.th#t t4tors are fully
,

aware of the scope of their responsibilities prior
4 4

to accepting a position. The job roie description should include at

least the five responsibilities,listed above plus other responsibilities

that will be assigned-such as assisting or transporting learners, moni-

tori recess and-lunch, calling in w en'sick, arriving at work at

specifi ime, etc.

. After the job role has been defined an a tutor has been recruited

-and/or Wed to fulfill the role the educatbil' and tutor'shoml 'd jointly

agree upon-how performance will be evaluated and what technical assistance

and inservice training will be provided tolinsure that the tutor obtains

the necessary support and training to pe?form his/her job role. _Such a

agreement can be signed by the-educator' and teaching assistant to consti

tute an infOrmal contract between them. .The agreement can be written in

'a form similar to that depicted in'Figure 5.

As illustrated in Figure5, thveducatOr can be extensively involved

ingionitoringiptor performance.and providing/the necessary inservice

training and technic assistance. Performance'monitoring, and inservice

"training /technical assistance time should be mapped into the schodl day.

A chart similar to the ore depicted in Figure-4 may be used to organiZe

technidal assistance, pr -gram monitoring, and inservice training activities.

S nthegizin Educationa Service rovided b S ort

he responsibilities of supports staff may include at least:*

Assessing
earners

and mak* g recommendations on 'EP objectives.

29
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Job sp nsibi 1 i ti es

t

FIGURE 5

TEACHER ASSISTANT JOB AGREEMENT. . .

Indicators of
--Successful Per-
formance

.4e

Supporting Conditions

Implemented direct. .

instructional programs
as desigbed , .

2. -Col t data on learner
'pef mance .for, each

. in ructional progran)
as igned daily and
aphituMmarize data .

. -

Make appropriate
change: in direct

instructional

ograms

4

1. As judged' acre able-

by at least w ekly
observation y the
educator

2. Weekly Check by
teacher of dgta col-
licted and summarized

Periodical ,observi-
tion of programs, by

educator ,

4

i1. Insenvice training. a d
technical assistan on

implenientation of irect

instrucMonal pr grams
and provided by the
educator

. Inservic t'raining and

technic 1.assistance on
° data llection and

graph ingisummarftatio
pr ided by the educ or

Weekly Meeting to
analyze learner 2ata
and design prog a
changes plus taming
on .how to imp /ement

changes

30
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A2. 'Providing technical assistance and consultation on the develop-
ment, implementation, and monitoring of speci:ic 'diredt i

structional. programs. ..

3,--.Providing direct instructional or therapeutic services..

--the special, educator's role in relationship to,resource;staffI1 can

..consist_e_at_least_the following responsibilities:

1. Translating professional staff recommendations into-meal rable'
IEPoobjectivesland direct instruction al progeams n

'1Ps

-2. Developing, implementing, and monitoring direct instructional
pro ram given technical assistance arid consultation by esovrce
st ff;

...:, '.,

. I cludng dire6; <S erricegprovided by resource stAff.in the
earners day;

..p.

.
o--

v .

,14 rder.to accomplish .these aktivities, a chart s i milar to /,the one
. ,; ,.

Aicted in Figure 4 maybe used. Direct service and consultative/tech-
,

,

nical assistance. times should be mapped into a-weekly or mofithl
,

der. 41k

)

Organizing Teacher Time `

--

,

L

A-ma4or componet of classroom organization is time manag ment. Thus

far we have-covered maximizing instructional time apd organizing:tile

4.

time orotheri. Anotherital time management component,is mahaging teacher
.

time orour pyin time. 1112

a

. -

0
es, ,0

Anpitial step in organ' ing your own time is to list air the tasks

-
have to complete and when they ld be completed. ,Referback-to the

I /

charts in the previous'i ctions-whip,deline ed when You were Providing
. .

direct instruction, m 'bnitoring d training. tutors,

support staff,- etc. The'
.\°
informa ion from the prevjous sec ns should

allOw you,to develop your own weekly, monthly, semester, and/or y ly
-

calendars. Add Wthe fnformiion from the previous charts such activiti

as IEP mIttings., IEP writing time, teacher-conventions, etc. Organizing

nsulting with

. .

*this, information into Weekly, monthly,
f

semester,and/or yearly calendars

k. ..-

1 0
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it

.

should hero you organize your time 4n i-elationshipto what has' to be done_

and provided vehicle for allocating enough time to 1the tasks and insuring. -

that ''they are accomplished.

. ,
Just as itfs iMP6rfant to'carefully organize he learners' schobl

time to ft pre thatt i used - efficiently it is.also important to organize

your time. Careful organizatWof your own time can often Ale an appar-

ently overwhelming workload manAdAble.
5

v ,

° :One more aspect of personal -time'management is to make a calendar of

tasks to be accomplished tomorrow and the'time for accomplishing tasks-ehd

then try to adhere to your daily schedule. When thing don't getdone on

time, reschedule them. One' of-the biggest enemies of teachers is time.
,t

, -

Inefficient managemenof -time can lead to frustration and burn out.

er organilation of time will typicrly.imp.rove the learners' instruct

tional grams and your own job,satisfaction.

.As *Must ted aboveii.tim6 management it a critical of.

educational service ivery.-

to maximize direct instruct'

Onc.e the educational' day has been organized

1-time and accomodate consultative, inservice

training program monitoring and ac 'vities;, a basic .1p4mework within which

/-to provide direct instruction hasIbeen-eo
, . .

willdescribe basic components pf direct instru

r

leted. , In the next section we

onal prOrainsfe

32
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CHAPTER 'le 'WHY ASSESS AND TEACH

_ Beford.an instructional program can beleveloped, a determination of
. .

the siddent's performance level must be made. In recent years there has

been a trend qward developing andtutilizing assessment procedures which

'are directl. linked, to the planning of instruction (Meyen, 1978; Haring,

Lovitt, Eaton, and Hansen, 1978). In order for assessment data to.be use-

''ful in instructional planning, questions related to "what to teach" and

"how to teach" must be answered.

In the past, man have relied primarily on assessment infor-

mation-derived from standar zed testing instrument's administered by support

personnel-- AlthoTighQthe data gathered fromsuch instruments may be help-
.

fa-In-det mining initial eligibility for special education services4e-,...it.,
is- often-not appropriate for assisting a teacher in deciding what or how

to teach-an individual student. Iris order to *provide information which is

useftl for instructional prograMming, teachers themselves are becoming in-

creasingly more skilled at developing and utilizing assessment strategies
Y

which identify performance levels across a variety.of'academic, .pcial, and

self-help 'behaviors. Teache s are in the'best position to measure specific

behaviors becacause they spen&niore time obserVing and interacting with indi-,'

vidual students than other preeliionols in the school, ,QUettions such as

'_'Under what conditions does a child-learn beit?" can be answered only through
/

dirkt,and free ent observation of student performance across a variety of
. 4

-taSks and learning environments.

directly linked to instruction provides teachers °

owith,a pr ctica) tool 'for determining appropriate educational goals and teWl-

-.ing strategies. Questioni related to "what,to teach".can be' answered
sf

3§

8
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through systematically observing student performance while manipulating the
a,

manner in which, tasks ate presented, the mode *of student response and the

system for providing feedback for correct and incorrect response. 1
Most important,.assessment strategies designed to answer questions

about what and how to teach can also serve as the basis for an ongoing

monitoring system to determine the effectiveness of a teaching procedure or

the apprOpriateness.of a, specific instructional goal. Professionals responsible

for teaching handicapped students must'be skilled at analyzing ongoing

assessment information so that programs which are not effective can be

quiCkly, modified.

What to Teach

The determination of what to teach should be based on a number of

considerations. First, normal child development literature can be help-

ful in making general estimates of expected behaviors for peers of the same

age. Although the WOhaviors Ascribed at various developmental stages may

seem overly ambitious.or not ambitious enough, they do serve as a useful

Etool in identifying goals.io aspire towards. Similarly, special educatioh
4

literature related to Orriculum,developmenan be used to develop short

and long term goals in - specific content areas. Commgcially prepared cur-

riculum aterials can also be used to identify, as well as sequenCe Jearn-

ing,objectpies.

In addition to th@ sources noted above, of prime importance is input

received, from parents and students relative to desiredlearning outcomes.

Much.can be gained from asking a parent or student what skills, if acquired,

-would make life easier and\ocire fun.

ultimate goal 'of 'public school education for handicapped

students should be the acquisition of skills and knowledgeWhich lead to

36
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*h.

independent fuctioning, instruction should be provided in relevapt academic,
- 0

vocational, and personal/sacial areat. All instructional

provide opportunities for the student to use rewly acquired sk411s in
a

* '4

environments other than the "classroom. In order to increase.the-liklihood

of generalization occurring, _skills'and knowledge taught should be of a-

functional nature. Hence, goals and objectives should.be Chosen which,

facilitate morecomplex skill development and which intrease the amount'

Of independence and choice making behaviors in the world at large. In order
. .

for skills'to be' maintained over time, in different environments, and with
4

-different-people, the consequences provided in the natural environmentniust

be analyzedeAnd programmed Into instruction.

4,2

How to Teach

im order to determine the most effective and effibient:sirategy fot

teaching a, skill to amindividual student, a thorough analysis of thb.assess-.

Ament information must be made. The questions which shoUld be aQswered are

''Under what condittoNoes the student )earncbestn and "Where on a

continuum of skills shogld instruction begin?" In order to maximize the

usefulness of the assessment information, a teachinurocess 'aimed at

continuous evaluation and adaptation is essential.

The steps inherent in,such a process*gin with the determination of

entry level skills. Once,this has been accomplished, godls and objectives

can be specified Next; through direct observation And careful analysis

of student perforilance; specific leaVning Problems can be pinpointed and

teaching learnin9 strategies designed to meet those identified needs.

Finall , since the goals and teaching procedures ha e been clearly defined,

uaiOnlbitOniet
.r.

r4and parcel of the entire eating process, making
,

revisions in goals and/or4stVegies a logtcal, simple and potentially frequent

37 /
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evefit:

gincethit section is primarilPabout "how. to teach," issues related

to various kinds of learning problems will be presented. Ih general,

problems in-learning occur during the initial acquisition stage, the pro-

ficiency or fluency stage and/or the maintenance stage. The specific teach-
4

° ing,strategy.that one might employ depends to a.lar4e extent on the state

of learning at Which the difficulties occurred.

Initial,acquisition refers to the "period of learning when if performance

falters, changes designed to provide infdrmation to the learner about how

,to perform the desired response have a higher probability than'other

'strategies of promoting pupil progress" (Haring, Liberty, and White, 1980).

Teachin R strategies appropriate for probleMS irithe acquisition stage in-,

a

volVe manipulating the events before or after the student is provided with

an.opportbnity to respond. Examples of such strategies include: use of
. P 7

physical, verbal, or signed prompts to assist the student in making the

.4. /

correct response; teacher demonstration, either before a response opportunity

or, fallowing an error; varied delivery of directions (verbal, written, or

symbolicNkien singularly.or icombination); and verbal feedback, specjfi-

,cally directed at' the targeehehavior to let the student know she is on the

right track.
,

Sificd'ultimately,the learner, must demonstrate the newly acquired

#

,behOlots in settings other than the teaching environment, the strategies
.

-used to'bUild the new behaviors shOuldclos'ely approxsimatethose conditions

ifn the natuta+ environment. If strategies are required which involve more

"ro

`Ottrusive'teiching techniques,.they should be eliminated as soon as possible..., (

e'Ance.a skill'hasteen acquired, the,nxt step usually involves increas-
,

.ing /herate duration, or latency of responding.' Stud,Ots -dellionstrating.
40'
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difficulties at this stage are experiencing proficiency problems. An example

of a problem associated with rate is a student who can write the answers to

multiplication facts if given thirty seconds per fact. The student may have

initially acquired the responses, but is unable to functionally use the

skills because of te slow rate.

Teaching strategies associated with proficiency problems include.drill,

practice and specific consequences for desired changes in rate, duration,

or latency responding. Although there is little empirical evidence about

ultimate criterion levels, there is some research which suggests that a

high proficiency level may insure skill maintenance (Liberty,.1974).

In the final analysis a skill is not learned until a student can demon-
,'

strate its-masteriwith different people, in different environments and with

.., different materials. 'Just because a student.can correctly identify a circle

and a square in the classroom, or correctly spell a set of words on a spell-
.

ing. test, does not necessarily insure that the student will make.the correct

4.,

response with a different teacher, in ,the classroom next door, or with

materials that look different. When a student does perform a skill insre-

sponse to new but similar stimuli, such as differing people, environments,

or materials, generalization of learning has occuAd.

For many non-handitapped.students, generalization occurs without

specific programming. However,'for handicapped students, the complaint most

Often made by teachers and parents is ,"She learned )that .last month and
.

.now she can't remember it," or "He dbes'it at home, but not sohool:"
,

.d,

v04....... . ,

It maybe, particularly for handicapped students,' that strategies which

ti

teach generalization should be routinely fncorporated into any in-

structional program. Activities which- increase the likelihood

of -generalization of behaviors can be built into teaching learn-,

39 42
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ing strategies at, the acquisition and-proficiency stages.

Perhaps the most critical component of learning is the ability, to

adapt and modify acquired skills to meet the demands of,differing environ-

ments. Adaptation requires that th'e student modify his/her responses to

meet changes in the environmental conditions. To learn this proces, stu-'

dents must, have the opportunity to apply previously learned skills and

knowledge to solve more complex problems. Teaching situations designed to

facilitate self-initiated performance and problem solving behaviors must
0

be programmed and viewed as a part of the teaching sequence.

.Monitoring Progress

The purpose of utilizing ongoing assessment procedures is'to determine

, whether or not educational strategies have been effective in teaching the

specified objectives. Ongoing assessment should provide the-teacher with

infOrmation about when and in what manner teaching strategies should bey- .40

redesigned or new skills introduced.

There are a number of; techniques which classroom teachers can use to

systematically collect information on the effectiveness of instructional
4

strategies. Data which is collected for instructional decision making is!

generally derived from two sources.: permanent products which result froni

Student performance'and.direct observation of student behavior.. .

Examples of measuressobtained from permanent products include the

number of multiplidation facts written correctly, the percentage Of written
c

sentences containing subjects and predicates and the rate 'of,aisembling, a --
- , "

s- . .
.

. k . - -

,.' pun 1 e . 'Measures of this.typesare relatdvely stmttle ioColl'ect and'if re-
,

a4.4

corded on a systematic and frequent,schedule'prckide valuable information.

.

. ;. . 4.
.

Data collection techniques designed for measuring student behaviors which

.dd not leave a permarihnt product all involve direct and systematic observation



.

of performance. Examples of behaviorSthat a teacher might want to collect
, .

observational data on includerverbal interactions between peers, self-,.

initiated question asking-and.tantrumS'. The following types of data can

be collected through direct observon:

A) Frequency measures Measures of frequehcy are used when
information is needed about the number of times a behavior
occurs within a specified time frame. Examples of behaviors
for which frequency measures might be collected include talk

.outs and questions asked.

2) Duration measures If i teacher i§ interested in knowing
how long a behavior occurs, and the behavior is ongoing, such
as thumbsucking orqUing, measures of durati9n are most
appropriate:

3) Latency measures --;If information is needed about the length
of time elapsed between the`' resentation of a stimulus and the
occurrence of behavior, measures of latency are useful. An
example is thelength*of time elapsed between the time directions

, were given to begin 4/Written assignment and when the assign- 7\
'ment was actually inted.

The information preAnted in this chapter his emphaOzed the

importance of'direttsand frequtnt assessment in order to determine 'what

and how to teach. Only through careful and systematic analyses of

actualgitudent performance,can teaching learning procedures be designed

to address each lear strehgths, and weakdesses. The following chap-

ter Will discuss thedeuelopment d_application of.teaching learning

strategies to specifiC instructional problems.

O

na

. ,
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CHAPTER IV: SELECTED TEACHING/LEARNING PROCEDURES If

As useefierein, teaching/learning Procedures described "how" to teach' a

skill. They encompass systepatic environmental Manipulations which facilitate'

skill, acquisition,, proficiency,smaintenance, and generalization. The research

and weitius on teaching/learnin§ procedures are voluemindus and reviews can be ,t

foun d imituch sources as Hirihg, LO;iitt, Eaton, and Hansen (1978); Snell (1978); and
w

Haring and Schuelfebush (1976). .rt,isnot the intent of thii: chapter to review

the literature or explore the wide variety of teaching/learning procedures described

in the literature. Our primary focus will be on selected techniquesthat)research

and.pur experience have demonstrated to be particularly helpful in designing in-

structional programs-for difficult talteach learners.

Prior to designing tea6hing4learninl 'procedures, the following tasks should

be accomplished:
C

1. The skills to be taught shouid be clearly identified and delineated
in the form of instructional objectives.

.2. A rational as to "why" to teach the skill should-brarticulated.
The rationale should justify tekchio'the skill on; the basis of at
least;

,

a. An assessment of*. he learner's current skill strengths
and ricits.

Ab. .A de ineation of how acquisition of the skill will
r

directly ei",ate to increased. learner independence in
. current and,future environments or subsequent related

tasks. *

3. Taski of daily living should be identified in which the learner can be
taught to immediately and functionally apply 'the skills. For example,
if money is being tatightt$ one functional task would -be to teach
learners to purchase .items at a store. Reading can.be made immediately
functional by teaching and requiring 14arners to read restaurant menus,
recipes, community sighs, and l'etsure time materials. Self-care skills
can be made functional Icy requiring learners to practice skills at
appropriatd times throughout the day such as when dressing and undress'
ing for, recess, gym, swimming; and, so on.

.f
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' As educational environmentalists we teach skills through systematically

modifying learners' environments. Basically, we can modify environmental events

which occur before a skill is to be perforthed and/or which occur immediately

A
after a 'skill is perfoFthed (Lindsley, 1964)

occur prior to skill` performance are called

. Environmental events'which

antecedent events and events which'-

directly follow the performance of a skill are called subsequent events.

Chart 1 displays 'examples of several skills' in the coqext of-antecedent and

subsequent events.

J

O
1.

,

Inaddition, the environment can be modified to circumventqbarner

sensory and motor deficits. Antecedent and subsequent events cad be adapted

to learner information output modes (White, 1980). Basic learner infofthation

input modes includeauditory, visual, and tactual. ,Obviously, viivai and

\
4 .'

tactual antecedent and, subsequent -event modes could be selecte0 for totally

blind-learners. For example, signs, gestures' pictures, printed,symbols,
ist 4 1 -

and tactual cues (e.gc, the learner touches/feel items to learn about them)

can be used in the instruction, of deaf learners and ve0bai cues, sounds, and.
1 ,.

tactual cues can be used in the instruction of blind learnerS. '

The_respOnse mode learners, use to indicate knowledge of a slcill!can .

- .

also be individualized on the basis of the responseS learners Can ,Derform.

(White, 1980). For example; a nonverbal learner could use signs gestures,

written responses, or a communication

Chart 2 'illustrates selected antecedebt e
". A

0

I

. °

)
.

41

a.

d to indicate knowledge of skils.,
.

efts, input modes, output modes,'

and subsequent events which may be used, singe
. ,

upon individual learner needs:

arly or in combination basidt

,t

47 I
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CHART 1.

Example Antecedent Events (A.E.), Skill (S.),
Subsequent Events (S.E.) Schematics

A. Math Workload

S

7

S.E.

Addition facts, Pi*:'
lemspresented in an
equation format
(e.g., 2 + 4

Learner writes in-
correct answer

B. Phonio'Reading

E:

The leaner is pre-
sented d -

ly read-
ier and asked to
reaa-a passage aloud

t -Lel.

- ,.

\
.,

: Self-Care: Put Shirt On

A.E.

Teacher scores as
correct and praises
learner for achiev-
ing at least 90%
correct

.Teacher scores as
incorrect, describes
how-to solip problem
and requires the
learner to correct
errors

-S.E.

Learner sounds out
words and reads-,them
correctly

Teacher jeriodically

Praises learner

Lear r fails tO
'read a word correct-'
ly

S.

Teacher redirects
learner to sound out
word'and read it
correctly

S.E.

Teacher presents a
e --* shirt and asks;the

ealrner to putkthe
sh'rt on

.Learner puts shirt
on correctly

Teacher. periodically ,

praises learner

Learner:puts-shirt
on ipcorrectly

45
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Teacher models the
,correct responses

and-askslearner to
!trYlagait.19



RT 2

Selected input and Output, Mode

Afitcedent Event
ModeS

11.

Learner Input
`Modes

I

Leariler Output
Modes

Verbal

Writing

Signs/
Gestures

Communication-
Board

,

Substquent
Event Mode's

.

\ -

Auditory

Visual

Tactual '



It is often advantageous,whbn design g insteucti 1 programs for sen -.

sory 'impaired, motorically impaired, and sevesely handicappe learner; to
translate skills into functions (Williams and-IFox, 1977; White; 19 °. For

,

e,wa 1 king--,4toothbruehing , verba 1-1 y abel ing objects and actions,

addition/subtraction are skills we 'typically teach learners. However, .some

learners may currently 6e'unable, to adquJre)such skills. For the learners;

the skills can be translated into,functions and the learners can taught
.

alternative ways:to pe form the fuhctiojis. As depicted .in, Chan
,

3,. to deri4

functional alter4tives, we first iistthe skills of concern, then articulate a 4

...

ilie;lUndtion,the skilTl serves and finally_wedelineate alternative ways the- 1
4/

.funttions can bedaccOmpItthed,,* ,,. ,
... .,. 1 ..' . a

, i,1 I/
.1 .. .

,I,1- li
I 4 4?0,..e G k

poa.11\ .x.; .1' Ailo °::.... :.°q
Q ,

. ,, .
O '9 ": ,
. ;):4. 1 e k,:'4 -,

° i

A.,' .

Let us say the Urge-Elk-Al ,iSq44110-rig single word utterances. Vocal- N

.
.

..., .
,izing, could be selected as th first Chdge .for . producing sinigl e Nord utterances.

, -.. 0..., IA! 4 `.. . e '

Generally, the behaVior 'indicated by.:n6rilial development for carrying out the
4 ,

.

.
..

1
,.

e 1 ', ifunction WouldJ6e concentrated on *ape' itis'usually the most typical,

appropriate and least reitrictive- d'etetimined that the learner does. .. 4 e
not currently ttaye the requisite sk'lls'Io vocalize, an augmentative method

a..
could bg.choSensuCh as signing or a. communication 'boarll. ,

.1. ..

O'i.. , .. .
Two cautions must be made in.t delineation of. alternatives....

It may seem, as 'if one functional alt rnati, musit.te seledted. In the area of
communication, this'ii cI.early not the

'41,
e add. often the learner, should be

AO

4
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4.

Walking

ART,. 3

Deriving Functional trnatives

othbmishing

t,4Verbally label
:objects t aild

actions

Additionk
Subtraction

FunctiBh

r

:-Move body through
space

1
low

Clean. teeth

Describe tild'envir-
dnment

-
and indicatb

.wants and needs ,-

406
Budget money, make
change, etc.

ae'

Functional
Alternatives

Can walker,
wheel air

Electric to hbrush,
waterpick,\us
washcloth 1

Signs, gesures,
communication
board

Hand calculator,
money chart

V

4

r
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C

slhkiltaneously acquiring skills in each,of severarcommunicitio4modalities.

Comparative progress in each of the modalities would then be used as data to

select the best augmentative system. Functionalalternative(must be consIded

from the onset of a learner's individuOized plan for services, but the

selection of functional alternatives should notbe made in a rushed fashion or

in the absende of dat* Neither must the selection of one alternative always

be made over another. In the area of'communication, it is possible that the

o

-
learner-may simultaneously vocaliZe and/or sign while operating a communication

board. .

A second caution regarding the selection of functional alternatives is

.4that alternatives to the typical way of performing f unctions are usually re-

-stric4 tive. For instance, signing- can be chosen. as an alternative for speech.

However; the individual using signs, is restricted to communicating with other

.people who also have a knowledge.of signing. There is a limited communication

audience. On the other hipd, communication boards restrict the individual

o carrying around 'a board to comthun4ate. Selection of functional alternatives

have o be carefully considered by parents, teachers.; and -support staff (e.g.,

speech th apists, motor specialists) to insure that the functional alterna-

tive does'not nec essarily rule -out learners acquiring ithe "typical" way .

of fulfilling functions and the alternatives are as,tYPical, age appropriate,

and least restrictive aSNpossible.

As delineated,by4 ,Brown',N,Brans on, B. mgart, Vincent, Faivey:, and Schroeder

(1079), functional alternatives can,als be derived by providing personal

assistance, adapting activitiesi-adaptlng sequences or adapting rules.

Persoilal assistance:InvOlVes providing assistance on, only those elements of

. ar;) activity the learner cannot perform. For instance, if a learner can select

food items and pay a cashier but cannot carry a food tray, someone could carry

49
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the tray to allow the learner to participate in the other act-Riffles.

Adapting activities involves changing the activity to allow for more

independence or complete independence, 'An example is making waffles. If

the waffles are made from a mix, the learner may need assistance in measprfng

out theAngrealents. However, if toaster waffles and a toaster are provided,

thelearner may be able to acquire the skills to complete the activity more
,-

independently'or with complete independence.

,Adapting skill sequences involves changing the sequence in which skills

are performed. As 4n example, purchasing foods ima fast,food restaurant

1 typically involves the following sequence of skills': waiting in line, placing

an order, taking money out 'of the wallet, paying the cashier, and taking the

food to a table. A learner who has difficulty taking out a wallet and securing

money from it may perform these skills at a slow rate which is not acceptable
6

to either the cashier or other customers waiting in line. The learner could

be taught to take out the wallet while waiting in line to 'accomodate the rate
c.

probl; em.

Adapting rules includes changing the rules of, for'instance, games, such

that individuals can participateln them. Examples include, changing the dis-

tance between stakes in a .game of.horvshoes, lowering the net in volleybail,

apd giying points for hitting the volleyball rather than requiring that the

fall travel across the net.
r

Often it is not the learners' skill deficits that limit their funCtioning

in community environments but, our lack of teaching them functional alternatives.

`This brief discussion illustrated wayi in which the educational environmental-

ist can ,systematically modify the environment to circumvent the'effects of

biological var)ables In the next section of this chapter we.will be primarily

concerned with tow the educational envirimeitalist can systematically arrange

50
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.5 ,

. antecedent and subsequent events to facil itate skill acquislon, 'proficiency,'

maintenance, and' generalization. The procedures are based ss

,
.

,

upon basic learning principl es which have been systematica esearched.

...-,
. . :,

'''. `..'--.. ,

,
.

Snel*4 .1978 ; Haring, et a1., 1978; and Haring and Shiefelbush% 619761. We will
.' ,,,

,
. f

.

not attempts td 'articulate all the procedures which cane employed to facili--
, .

.

tate skill acquisition and have arbitrarily'divided teaching/learning procedures_
.

.

. e
7-e-

. into small step training and error ana1.9sis.
f ;.a

---.

I
.

2:4
Small Step Training

y
It has been repeatedly deMonstrated that learning is facilitated when

skills or educational ,Aijectives are broken into small steps which lead from

an individuar,sturrent skill level' to acquisition of the objective (e.g.,
,

Ionner and Kaifitz, 1975; Resnick, Wang, and Kaplaii, 1973; and Smith, Smith,

and Edgar, 1978')... Small step training has been referred to by various educa-
.

ra

tors as concept analysis; task analysis, component analysis, etc. 'Herein, we

-

will describe three basic waits tlo break objectives into small training steps:

. d) Changing conditions in small steps, b) changing behavieil.sm 11 stept,-c)
, .. ,.

...,;.,

.
changln6 criteria in small steps. The three procedures are based, upon the.

.r.,....,..,.. . , .
threegomponents of atlinthuctiOnal objective which include Condit ns, behavior,.

..
[

. a
.and criteria, Sample.instructional objectives ar'd depictedein C rt 4. .',

, 11.4,:',
. ,

, _9,0

.

,

.
As illustrated -in Chart 4,the.instructional-objectives.precisely

I

delint-

ate the conditions under which the skill is to occur, define:Ag,Iskill in

. 'A.,' i.
observable arid measurable terms and'articulate at what'criterit'the skill has

i .
\ -

to be performed to be considered acquired.' Direct Anstruction as use here
r .

(

consists of teaching }earners to, erform skills, under the conditions and at
irt

51'
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CHART 4

Sample Instruetional-Objective

'° Condition,
..

Given a paper, 1pimmil

..and a.gingledighiE addir
astnirmath fact sheet,
wit the 20 pralems'
equallon form (e.g."(
4 ms ,.8 + 3 :2 )

Behavior Criterion
. . .

.

The earner will' rite CoMpletiniothe sheet

answers to each pro- within one minute and

blem- - -achieving a score of

1 90% correct on tw,Co

, Consecutive sheets '

B. Sight' Word's .

Given a .sheet- with the

."Dolchn' Sight words
sprinted on it in ran-

dom order and-a,cue to
read,Lebtqa

t

Behavior ,

The learner will read
each word on the
sheet

Criterion

.1

Within 2 minutes with
atleast .90% accuracy
on two consecutive
occasions

N -
C.- Flit Hat On

04,

Condition Behavior

. ,
Given a stocking cap,i'a,
cue to -"pdt.hat

414

Thelearner will
a. pick up the hat
bk open the hat
c. put hat on' head

d. pull hat down

Criterion

Correctly within 30
seconds on nine out
ten consecutive
occasions

. Rolls, Over,- Back to Soinach
Or\ .

Condition -

The learner o :d-tilger
and given a'high prefer-
ence item such as a toy
vpresentad'eo.left or
-right.,.juet-ou of reach

c i.

Behavior '°444 'Criterion ,

OP

The learner will Correctly andin'secuence
a. Reaches across body -ion three oilisof four

cwith arm to Obtain trys an two onsecd
item 1 )tive occasion's

Tuins head to same. (

side.
c. Flexea top leg up and

hcross-body-,.,
d. kalls.onto aide
e>lgolls onto stomach
f. `Free arms ,
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the criterion: specified in' the instructional objectives.

Changing Conditions' in Small Steps -'

When a learner' performs a skill but does not perform the skill under the

desired cqnditiOns, instruction can be designed to syStematicallY transfer
.

control of the skill performance from conditions which already control skill

v.-performance to the desired conditions (Strejfel, Bryan, and Aikens, 1974;

Streufel and Wetherby,41973; and Haring and GentrY, 1976). For example,

let's say we are interested in teaching a learner to read the words "ball's and

"cup". If the teacher holds up a ball drcup and asks "What is thfsrf or simply

asks the learner to say "ball"-or "cup", the learner Says "ball" and "cup",.

The problem is that wehn the'teacher holds up a flashcard and asks "What word
t' f

is this?" the learner does not correctly)label the flashCerd words as "ball'

and "cup". In this example, the learner can consistently perfdrm the desired

response of saying "ball" and "cup", but,he/spe does not perform the response'

under the desired conditions (i.e.,when presented a flashcard and asked "What

is thii.word?"). Two conditions already control the response: the presence'

of the objects" and the teacher asking."what is this?", and the teacher asking

the learner to say "balle " or "cup". The instructional challenge involves

%transfering control of the responses'from the condition% which already control
. t

them to the desired Conditions.

The term-prompt used subsequently in reference to conditions whic

consistently evoke 'the desired
;400.

'least verbal', gestural, model,

(Haring,

response. Prompts may be categorized into.at

highlighting, and physical assistance prompts'

ty,'and Whjte,, 19B0). Chart 5 depicis,skills hypothetical

'learners ca'n perform, cvditions under which they Consistently perform. the

'skill, the t pe ofPraPtS which controls skill performance, aid the desired

cond
: ,

ns for skill performance:.

.53
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Chart 5

Example Conditions (Prompts)
Which Control Desired Skill Performance

Skill

,........

1. Prints name

o

a

Conditions under which skill is,
Type

, consistently perfoo imed
of Desired Conditions

Promp.L__
--"

When given a-sheet of paper with model When given a lined sheet of piper, a

his /her name printed on it, a .0f- pencil and a cue to "print yodt

pencil-nd cue to "print.yourf printed name", the'leerner Prints his/hei

nerve" the learner'printg name by' name name

:tracing the model of ihe name on
the paPer. , *

4

2'. Reads printed
words on ;

flashcards

r

3. Puts hat on

When the, teacher holds up a flash-
.,card amid models' the .correct re-

sponse by saying "This is the
word (...L...)" and then asks "What'

is this word" the learner said the
correct word

0

model When the holds up a flash -

. card'and-asks "What is this word",-
the learner says the correct word

; ..
. .

When the teabher says."Put hat-on" *nadir When the teacher says "Put hat on"

and immediately, provides .partial assis- the learner puts his/he'r hat °a.

.physical assistance,-thelearner tance
13114 on his /her hat. , 1

.- - --

_.... . '

When place:,settings are pro'v'ided,' verbal.; When provided place settings anda,.
the7teacher says," et the table "_ prompt 'cue to set the table, the learner '.

and venbally cued each step in' 'independently setp..the table.

setting the table dudh,as "Put a . .

plabemdt at each chair ", "Put a, . ,:_..

-prate on eaChplacepat" etc:, the
learner performs the skills cor-

'4. Setting the
table

'5. Visual discri
urination -- Dis

1.41.. criminating

the letter 'b

from.d

8. Folpo'ws direg
.tions to

"stop" "stand
up"-:"sit,dowle

''',"Come here"

7

tectly,7

Presented-the letter bapd d with high
the distinctive features of one light-
letter highlighted (e.g. thecir-- jag cue'
miler Stroke of/the b ith colored
'red)-when the" teacher alternately
asks "shOw me b".and "show me d"
the learner touches the correct
letter

Presented the'ietter b and d and
alternately asked to show me d" and
"show me b" the learner touches the
correct letter

C

When movided verbal directions to
"stop, stand up, sit down, borne
here" paired with a gesture cue,
the learner performs the correct

behavior

54
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es Lure

rompt
When Provided verbal directions to
"stop, stand up, sit down...tdme
here" the learner will perform the
correct behavior
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,

1

To bring a skill under the'control of thedesired conditions, ong'must

.first select a prompt which already consistently evokes the Sli,11 and transfer
14 6

control of the skill from the prompt to' the desired conditions. 'Two procedures
.W l

\
a

which eanbe used singularly or in combination to facilitate transfer of control

from Prompts to the desired conditiong -are instructional prompts and correction

prompls.

0 4

, ° .
.

. .

Instructional and Correction Prompts,
4

.

,
As used here, correction prompts. involve prompting. the correctjerformanc

of a skill after.an error performance.wCorxection prompts are illustrated- in
Y'

0,

,
Chart 6. AS depicted in the chart, first the learner; is cued to perfbrm. the

skill. If an,error *urs, the teacher:provides a prompt which consistently

evokes correct performance of the skill. After prompting the skill, the:teach-
-

er recues the learner to perform the skill. The cycle of'cue skill performance,

error performance,'instructional correction, cue skill` performance and soon
0

can be repeated until the learner performs correctly..

As.used here, instructonal pr6mpts involve promptin .teaching a skill

Pi-for to requesting the leerier to perfOrm jt:,Ch'ailt 7 illuitrates thekinstruc-.

tional prompt pdradigm, Instructional prompting is a common teaching,formA:

For example, teachers typically Mbdel and-verbally-describe how to solve math
,

fact problems, sound out words, or print a letter of the alphabet prior to

requirihg learners to perform the skill: Mo'st workbooks first demonstrate.

4

4
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'Reads Flashcards

CHART 6

`Illustrations of CorrectionPrompts °

-

. .

=---4.-Correct Performance; Reinforce and go on
. .

Performance Cue Performance

Presents flashcard an
asks "What is thii
worde?"

Puts on Hat

4..qerformince Cue

Present hat and say
"Put 'on 'hat"

next flashcard

;nstructionaBCorrec
Teacher says,141o, th 'word
is ". That /is he

teacher models the correct
response.

I.

Correct Performance
Jo

Periodically Reinforce

Error performance Instructional Correction
Teacher says."No,,put it

e.g.;',aoes not pull down snugly" and physically.

hat,snugly ontobead assists the learner to pull
hat down.

d.

A 7 O

a

a

I



(mod61) correCt responses. ptior,to the- eaeners completing an exercise.o

p

'dr

r

Once a skill is consistently. performed correctly when directly preceded
.

1,--f
by an.instructIO1 prompt, the prompt should 1e eliminated,. When iistructional,

.
e.

.
k.

prompting has been' eliminated, a correction pr"ompt paradigm. is implemented.

That is, incorrect skill performance is only rompted after an error response.'

sf

When instructional prompting is employed we can break the conditions of

-almost any educational objective into at least two stepS. We first teack

rners consistently perforM the skill correctly when skill performanbe is

irectly preceded by an, instructional prompt. Instructional prompting is then
V e

eliminated and a correction, prompt paradigth_is employed. As a ruleof thumb,
- it is typically more_effective

teach. new - skills to difficult'to

teach learners through i nstructional prompting. Once a learner.is performing

at 70 to4100 percent accuracy instructional
prompts can be eliminated and the

correction'prompt paradigm employed (Haring, et al., 1980). Chart 8 illUstrates

now ti'lree eduCational objectivs can be broken into two steps by changing

conditions.'

ti

0-

The two step instructional cueffig paradigim described above is, effective

with many learners. Whentnetwo step-instructional prompt paradigm is in-
.

Aective, instructional prompts Can-be elithinated in smaller steps.



CHAO. 7

Illustrations of Instructjonal Prompts

) Reads Flashcards

ti

InstructiOal cue: The
teacher holdsfup a,
flash card and models
the correct response
(e.g.., say, "this

word is boat")'and then
asks "what iethismor.d?"

2) Completes Addition Problem.

Instructional cue; The
teacher models so

..add*t. o- prrablems ApM

he blackboard and then
Kahn out work sheets and,"
asks' student; to Solve
the problem:

3) Puts on Hat

4

Initructional cue:, The
*teacher'says "put on

hat," immediately
physically assists
the learner in-put-
ting on hat and then:
rsays "now you do it,!'

Correct performance --a-. Reinforce and ..

. go to next flash'
card.

44a

/."

Error Performance Repeat instruc-
tional cue.

r.

Correat,performance:-.* Reinforce.

Error e ce Repeat. instruc-.

ticlnal cue.

a

°' 0-

Correct performance -.0-, Reinforce.
. -

Error performance.` -4- Repeat instrOc-,

61
58-
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CHART 8

,Examples of Changing;ConditIons ,

In Two Steps to Eliminate
Instructional Promts

A. Sight Words - Fladhcard
O -

)

C

I

(

Condition

When_presenteg flash-
Cards, one at_a_time,

and theteacher says
"What is this word?"

Changing, Conditions

1. -.7he teener pre-
sents a card, models.

the correct rgsponse
(says."This word is

") and asks "What
ia this word?"

2. The teacher4pcesenta.
a card and asks-"What'

.ia this word?"

B. "b" - "d" Discrimination.

e.

A

o
V

The learner reads
words .

Behavior

same

,Same

h

I-

p.

c

Critex

Correctly within
'1 second on 9 out
10 trys, cross
consecuti e sessions

]ariterion

\Same
7

Same

, .

,e4

Condition

When, the teacher presents
a "b" and a "d" and alter-.

_ natea' asking the learner
to "Touch a 'b'" and

"Touch'a 'd"'

'Changing-Conditiohs

w,

4-

When. the teacher

;presents a !b' with
the circular stroke

. highlighted (e.g.,
colored red), and.

a '',.d'-and alternates

-asking the learner to
touch !b° and 'd'

2. Whenthe teacher pre-
sents a 'b' and a-'d'
and alternate4 asking
the learner to touch
'b' and 'd1

Objective

41-

Behavior

The learner touches

Behavior

dame

Same

59

Criterion

The correct letter .

within 2 seconds on
. 9 out of 10 tiys,-

across two consec-
"ntiire sessions

Criterion

Same

Same



,

'C. -Put Hat .0n

Conditions .

When presented, a hat
and asked to "Put

, hat on"

Changing Criterion

When' thee teacher

says, "Do this" and

models putting on
hat and then says
Hitt, on hat"

2. When presented a
hat 'acid 'asked to

"Put on hat: s,

S

3

CHART 8 CONTINUED

Ob ective

,Behavior

The learner will put
on hat

Behavior'

Saie ,

Same

63
6t+.

01.

Criterion

.Cortectly ,within 5

seconfis on 5 out of
6 trials across
two consecutive sessions

N..

Criterion

Same'

Same

t
.o
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Reducing Instructipnal Promfts'in SmaYkSteps
.

.
-.'....,

:\
I, \

In the instructional prompt pared.* de cribed above, learners were ,
4., , ..

n `sL.. t *taught to consistently perfbrm sAcills cev.rectl when skills performance was,

,.. ,
% ,. ..

immediately preceded by' a prompt. Then, the proms was abruptly el iminated and
/

sl,
-.

a correction prompt procedure Igo elkiminated. Abruptly eliminating the in-

structiona) prompt' is top suddn 'a change in conditions for some learners and
. ., .

.can result ill high 1 6/els..of errors. ,,For such learners it is, often More effec-- . . -
.

t..
-.

tiye to systematically Apinate instructional prompts in small steps. System-
".^,Wri, . . .

, atically eliminatingiminating inStructional prompts in small'. steps has been called

/errorless +earning.' However, learf.ers typically mike some errors but the
, 4 ,,

. :4 . -. .1

. /frequency of errorsshould decrease:Anotructional prompts can be elqm natedr e
ik ..

. ! 'k*
in small' steps :through;gradually i-edpcitg proth and time delay (Snell, 1978).

, 4.
.

Chart 9 depicts examples -of gradually.i,educing prompi; and ,timedelilY.

\

4

4.

NAI

As illuStrated in Chart 9, gradual prompt reduction involves system-

atically and gradually reducing the intensity or quantity of prompts. 'A time
4

- 4
'delay involies immediate.ly providing the prompt"after -the cue tb respon. . d

then gradually delaying the time between the cuelto respond

until the learner responds prior to the prompt. Th

'and prompt time delay strategie's provide '.co change conditions in very
.

____. ,

. sn)altsteps to transfer control 1 . performance from prompts which already

-:-
., ,

control skill performa,> a-thedesired conditions,
,,

The print ji,-eic;ipte in Chart 10 illustrtes how conditions and criteria

changegi.:duai- prompt reduction.' The iriteria for moving from one prompt

.

vel to the next is le'ss stringent than the final performance criteria. This

prompt
r

&dual prompt reduction

4
61

64
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F.

1. 'prompt Reduction

Z

ZEART

Example of ;Reducing jnstructa-rPrompts ip Small Steps

Skill/Task Prompts

.. ,

O

'Cue to Respond Prompt Reduction Sequence

S

Printing ,letters of
the alphabet

4

Arrows and
dotted lines

"Print the letters"
I * I V - 1 I i I 1

or II Itl, ( 4 f
. I,..-1 al . -1 ..

-
1

I
t I e( 1 ( 1

t t'I ....t ..-.1
t

,:. t ,.
I I

.. I

LO to 10 8 6 5 - - ._.4 3 no
dots dots dots `dots 1 dots dots--'-'dots dots dots

..--

redUce afrows

'Discriminate b .from
d when both letters,
-are p esented

1\.)

Dots around circus--

lar stroke of d

4abelinesiglit words
yOtesented on flash-
, :Cards

65

.:Iabeling-objects

.0 9

Show me b

Show me d

i

b

-reduce number of dots

reduce number of dots

b (d lb Id

T er models -

response by ;say:,
'ing"This word
is tt '

"What is this word" ,Teadher Teacher Tea er Teacher ' No
models word models word loudly models models word Model
at regular * at slightly word in a in barely
wOrd inte4- . less than whisper' audible ,,

sity regular, whisper

Teacher dodels

response saying '
"This4sa 1

"What is this"

word inten-
sity

1/4 .

reducer intensity of-model

66

Reduce intensity of model using the same sequence employed
in preilious sight word example



CHART 9 Continued .

Prompt Redudtion

Skill/Task

Imitates teacher

clapping hands

Prompts Cue to Respond Prompt Reduction Sequence

Physical assistance. 10o this" and
.Teacher says "Do models clap hands
this". Models re-
sponse and immedi-

) 'ately pro4ides

physical assistance

Full hand
over hand'
phyPical
assistance

hand over
wrist
physical
assistance

hand over
-fdre-iirm

physical
assistance

Touch No physical
elbows -assistance

Reduce amounrof physical assistance

Spoon feeding sieal assistance 'Plate of fo6d and
spobn

rn
Lt.)

.1

Spoon feeding

Assist
lesaener tp

scoop.food
bring spoon
to-ips

Physical assistance Plate of food and
spoon

2

Assist
learner to
scoop'food
bring spoon
to 3 inches
from lips

AssiA
learner to
scoop food

bring'foad
to 12 inehei
from lips

Reduce physical assistance

4

Assist No
learner to Assistance
scoop food

Provide
hand ovet
'hand-

assistange

Iirovde

hand over
wrist
assistance

.Provide Touch elbow lib,

hand over to_ provide AsaistanCe
forearm assistance
assistance

`Reduce physical assistance

,

Comprehension of thd
word "square''. A

4

circle and a square-
,

are presented and
t,hklearner is asked
to point to the .

square.

Gesturt point. The ,Teacher pays "point
teacher points to to square"
the correct item. .

Teacher,

touches
square

.

v.

..0 0 "`--0 71 0. E.]
t

,
.

Teacher k
%

Teacher Teacher NO gesture
points . points tp- points in cue
behind wards middle middle of
square ,of Circle' circle
.

and square and square

Eliminate gesture cue

68
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Time Delay

,--1/ CHART 9 Continued

Skill/Task Prompt

labeling sight Model --the
words on flash- teacher says
cards "This is the

word 11

L

-Imitate teacher Physical
:61apping hands assistance

^
Cue to Respond,

"What is this
word"

, Prompt Reduction Sequenceequence

The teacher
says 'that
is this wotell.

and
ately models
the-correct
response

The teacher The teacher
,pays "What' says "What
4.sothieword": is this word"
and waits 1 and waits 2
second before seconds before
modeling. the ,../modeling the
correct re- ' correct re-
sponse sponse

0
.

Continue
increasing
thejite
delay in
increments
of 1 second
until the
time delay.
is a maxi-
mum of 5 '

seconds

The teacher
says "What is
this" and the
earner re-

%ponds prior
to the model

Teacher says
"Do this" and
models clapping
hands

Comprehension of
the :Word "square'

*-*luare and a
circle are pre-
sented,ind.the
;learner is asked

***Are"

Matchio sample ,

Prompp. A square
is held up over
the circle /square
and the learner

()can use the

match-td sample
cue to determine
the correct
response

Teacher says
"Sbow me square"'

a

The teacher
says "Do
this", models
the response
and immedi-
ately phsi-
cally assists
the ;earner

The teacher

gt51,.:"do

the response
and waitg 1 .

second before
providing
phystcal_

assistance.

The teacher
says ':Do

Models the
response and
waits 2 seconds
before proyid-
ing physical
assistance-,,

Continue
increasing
the time
delay in
increments
of 1 second
until the
time delay. ,

is a maxi-
mum of 5

seconds. ^
.

-......1..................--........i.k.......................
-

.

The teacher The teachee The teacher
says "Show me 'flays "Show me says '',Show me
square%and square" and square" and
immediately waits 1 second waits 2 seconds
presenta'th before pre- before present-
match to senting the ing.the match
sample cue, meta :to sample to sample cue ,

cue '.

..1110..

The teacher
says "Do this"
and models
clapping and,
the learner
responds prior'
to being pro-

__

:vided physical
assistance

Continbe.
increasing
the time

delay'in ,

increments
of 1 second'

until the
time delay
is a maxi-
munt of-5

seconds

The-teacher
says "Show
me square"
and the '*"*-,

learner re-
sponds'prior
to bging pro-

.vided'the
match to
sample cue

(' 0



4

is done to eliminate the prompt,as quickly as,pdssiblgin order to reduce

the. possibility of learners becoming dependent upon the prompt.

The formai-de ted in Chart 11 may be used to translate a prompt re-

duction procedure into an irrst on program. As depicted in Chart 11, the

prompt reduction, sequence is articulated in antecedent event cOlumn of

an instructionaljTogram format. Definitions_of the cor ct_re!ponses go in

the coreect response columW and the consequences for correct respObses are

delineated in the subsequent 'event column. The subsequeht event column also

articulates when to procede to the next prompt reduction step.

o

Error responses are defined in the error responte column.and the conse-
.Th

quence for an error response is delineated in- the,subsequent event column. As

illustrated in Chart-I:1 71f the full prompt does not, almost immediately produCe

/

coisient.cprrectTesponding, the prOppt16Ut be increased or a different

prompt must-be emplgyedi.7 thy rompOtei not control skill performince, it

. be. possible to transfensontrOl from the prompt, t6 the desired condi-

e, tions: The subsequent event column also articulates when to gb back to the

previous step. If, in progressing from one step to the next, errors occur.,

4, then the peNt level may have been reduced too abruptly, and additional prac-

,

, .

tice On the previous step may remediate the' problem.

If errors continue to occur
$
when, for eample,Orogressing fnom step,4 to.

,.

..

'step'5pf,a.prompt reduction sequence, the problem may be that the prompt was'
t.

65..
. .. ,

.
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OBJECTIVE,

Condition

Given A lined sheet of
paper, a pencil and
.asked to "print a d"

Changing Conditions

-1. GiVen a linedsheet of
papet, a visualprdmpt
to trace

14-4

10 dots
and asked to "print a d"

2. Same as step 1 but
. visual- prompt reduced

11110 .41*
1 t

) 10. dots

as step 2 but
'visual prompt reduced

1

10 ClOts

4. Same as stepa3 but
visual prompt reduced

.0
,

8 dots

5,. Same as step 4 but

visual prompt reduced
1

(

6- dots._ .

Satre' as step '5 but ,

visual prompt 'reduced

'5 dots

4

CHART 10

Exampleof Gradual Prompt Reduction

Behavior
.

_the learner"will
print a d

Behavior .

same

'same

same

(
4

same

At

'6

Criterion

with apprbpriate- strokes
on 9 out of 10 occasions
across two sessions

-V. r
Criterion .

with appropriate strokes
on 4 out of 5 occasions

same.

same

same

i
same

same '



ChartIO (Continued)

Changing Conditions

7. Skive as step 6 but'
visual prompt reduced

I

(

4- dots

8. Same as step 7 but
visual prompt reduced

1,

3 dots
?

9. Same as step 8 but no same
4 visual prompt

.

Behavior

same same

RUM same

4

67 73

with appropriate strokes
on 9.out of 10 occasions
across4two sessions



CHART 11
Sample -Prompt Reduction .Program Format

Skill. - 'Prin

rn
00%0

.74

Antecedent Event ,

4 is

4,51.1'11111

10 dots

t 1;

10'dots

3. .1 I

t

10 dots

4.

I

8 dot

I

(/
6 dots

I-

f E-1

s clots

4 dots

::

3 dots

),

4.)

rect Response

Prints Correct "d"

11

. tt 6.

Subsequent Event

.Reinforce and 'after'
4 correct "d's",
go to next step °

. tt

9

,

Error Response

Incorrect "d"

II

Reinforce and after 9
out of 10 correct re-
sponses acrosstwo sessions,
endf,pr4Oram;

Subsequent Eient

After 10 incorrect
f'd's", increase

prompt level or -

switch to another
prompt

After three or more
incorrect "d's" out
of 10, go back to
previous step



.

'0

e

o

I.

$

;'reduced too quickly. For example, in the printing program.in Chart 11 pe

,letter "d" was visuall

rom step 4 to 5, thlki,.

p mpt reduction step

.- t

y proMpted by 8 dots in step 4. . ifc.'when progressing

learner-caMsistently made errors on step ;5, a smaller
-)

could be included between the step's.
,

...

. ,

Step 4:

8 .dots,

ep 4a:

do tt

Step 5:

6 do ts-N

Time Delay
11

CI

I.1'

k

4
4

As previously articulated, a time delay procedure may also be employed to
. ,

i

.

systematically eliminate pr mpts. A tithe delay procedure io1,7s immediately

prompting skill performance after the cue to respond. The time delay between

the cue to4e0ond and the is increased, in increments of one seconds
.

.

When the learner consistently responds co'rrec'tly prior to the prompt, it has

been, eliMinated. 'The flaficard'readtng example in Chart 12 fllurates how

_atime delay procedure may beg used to change cohditjdnsin-1101 steps to

transfer control from the prompt to the 'desired cotiditiohs.
.

, Many 1 ear,nerswill, resp9nd

. time delay is re4ched.VOWever
.

.

beyond 5 seconds if afterrepeated

,, r

p

prior to the re's,gonse Prompt before a cand

the time delay can be prbgresiveWreached

trials 1Parners do'not.respond beforethe

,

(-3
69, 70

prompt When a,5-secondtime deltv:

tik f

s in effect.

'
, .

,
,

A.
:



OBJECTIVE

Condition

When the teacher alter-
nately presents three
flashcard words and
says "What is this
word?"

.

CHART 12

Samgle Time Delay Procedure

. Behavior

1
the learner will read
the flashcards

Criterion

orredtly within five
seconds on nine out-of
ten trials across two
consecutive sessions

:Changing Conditions-

.1..The teacherjlternately.
holds the/three flash-
cards and says "What is
this word?" and then
immediately says.
-011 ldelsYthe correct

response' '

2. Same as step 1 except the
teacher presents the
model one shoed after
the cue to respond

3. Same-as step 1 except
the teacher presents the
model two seconds after
the cue to resOlnd

4.'Same as step 1 except.
the teacher presents the
model three'seconds after
the cue to respond

. Same as step 1 except
the teacher presents the
model four seconds after
.the cue'to respond

0.'Same:as step 1 except..
the teacher presents, the
model fivesecOnds after
he-Cue to respond .9'

izt°

same

same .

same

same

same.

77

Criterion

s-

correctly on two
consecutive occassions

same

same

,same

same
s

correctly within five
seconds on nine out of
ten trials across tw'
consecutive sessio

. ,



The format depiqted in'Chart 13 may be used to translate
.

a time delay
1,

procedur'e into an instructional program. As illUstrated in Chant 13, the

time delay is successively increased and the criteria for progressing from one

time delay to another is articulated. If learners do not respond correctly irk

the first step of the time delay, the prompt does not control -die response 4nd

either a different prompt must be selected or the learner taught to consistent-
,

)y respond to the prompts prior, to ontinuin. g the delay procedure.

a

Although small step prompt redUction and time delay are very powerful
4

, \

teaching/learning procedures of last resort. Small step prompt reduction has 4

theobvious disadvantage of requiring significant time and resources to design

., \

and construct the Materials necessary to eliminate prompts In small steps. Both
e'

small'step-prompt reduction 4nd time delay typically result in learners acquir-

' ing skills and making no errors in the skill acquisition process. How-.

ever, an important part of learning is learning to detect and correct *ors.
. Y

t.

We all make errors and learners who are not allowed to make errors and taught

how to detect and correct errors can .be at a signifiCant disadvantage.

It is not possible to provide specific guidelines on when to/ usejnstruc-

tional-prompts, correction prompts, or time relay., However, as a' rule of

thumb, it is.reasonable to first try the procedure which is the easiest to

impleMent and the least intensive. for example, first attempt to teach the

skill through correction prompts or instructional prompts; If they are not

effective, switch to either small steprompt reductibn or time delay.

,/

To summarize, changing conditions in small steps involv9 transfering

cohtrol of a skill from a prompt whichalready controls skill performance to

71.8,



Skill: Sight words - flashcard reading

Antecedent Events

CHART 13

Rule TimpDelaST Program Format

Correct Response' Subsequent Event Error ReSponse Subsequent Event
. .,-

--- .
.

.1. The teacher alternately holds Learner says the Reinforce after three Learner-does not ,, Change the prompt
. up three flashcards, says correct word. consecutive correct respond. or reinforcer

.

;'What is this word!' and immedi- responses. Proceed
:ately says _(models)' the correct N to next step.

response. ,
.1

.

.

2 Same. As step 1 but with a one II \ II
/ 11 After two consecutive-

'. second time day . errors, go baclito
It

.

,--- previous step
.

;
.3'. Same as step 1 but with a two

.."
11

.

II

second tiAW delay
--,

- ice)
... .....,1 ......7.................. o .W.

.4: Same as step 1 but with's 11
1111II

. .

three,second,time delay ' . /,
.

.

,

.
.

.

5. 'Same as step 1 but with a four - II II II
'

II
,second time delay

. ,-,Th .

.

A

-
(-

.

; . ...._____L-....I..." au ................... . ,

.i.
IIII It 11

4'- 6'. Same as step 1 but with, a five
1 ..

. --seconde
.

,ime,delay
. _

. _
i

.

.
v.,

.

.

. . --,
_. .

.

.
e

\
.

..
.

.
.. O. ...^1 f )., ..5 / .

.

4 ;Li ) . . t . . ... -

.
At -;

60. . . ., . .. , . .
y-. il .

:.-- . . a & . t A
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O

0
the desired conditions. order to use changing conditions in small stepk,

strategy, there must be a-Prompt which consistently evokes the performance

of the skill. As will be discussed in detail later, a combination of changin

conditions and behavior in small steps procedure can,the employed to progress
4

-in even sma}ler steps from skills an individual can perform to the performance

*Iof the desired skills. A topic which should be addreted pridr to describing

this procedure is
(\prompt selectioni.

Prompt Selection

As previously articulated, there are a wide variety of different prom

from 'which to choose. At least three factors should be attended to in prompt

,selection: .a) the prompt should consistentlyevoke the desired response; b)

the prompt_should be as unobtrusive as possible; and c) the prompt shouN\be,

as instructionally convenient as possible. Obviously, the primary criterion

for prompt selection is that the prompt must consistently evoke the desired

skill. ,

Prompts may be conceptualized as existing in a hierarchy ofTeast intru-

sive to most intrusive.' Figure 6 illustrates the notioqfrof a prompt hierarAy.

As depicted in Figure 6, physical assis n 's the most intrusive prompt _and',

cues which control the lor in the natural environment ar least in-

trusive. 0 '.al of instruction should(be tto progress' to less intrusive prompts

over time. It is Jidt possible fo previtely rank the intrusiveness of all prompts.

For, instance, it is difficult to determine if a getilral, model, or highlighting

prompt is more intrusive. However,.*the basic notion is-to select the least

intrusive prompt which consistently evokes the skill of concern.

sr
.73

N
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FIG RE 6

Sample Pro pt Hierarch y\

,

, . r

A

a

eV

. 0

n.

3

erbal Cue

a , 4.

46 4.

,Cue

Yk.

_Gesture Cue
N ------__

w
>
a.r c. .
..., '
.., Model
E.
E0
ft - lie`

Highlighting Cue

Partial Physical
Assistance

Full Physical

'Assistance

,

a.

a

r.

.`

.0

0

,

I

'Sessions

,
0

4044
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An essential consideration in prompt selection is instructional (ton-
.

conveniencevenience. As.used , instructional v refers to 'how efficiently
,

.

, .
. .

the prompts can be used nstructional purposes. For instance, '1 earners
,

.coul,. d' be taught.,to 'print 'by providing them with band-over- nand physical assist: -,

f.. . .

.ranee and then gradually eliminating it: However, physital assistalOisliery
..,

. . . .
. ,.intrusTve and requires.that learners be prbvided one-to-one instruction.

. $
,,, - .

.

. Thus, aithbggh physical assistance may consistently evoke'the skill of concern,
.

*; . ,
I

1 \'

it would not be-the prompt of firstipihoice. . It Would be more instructionally
. i

. .

convenient to teach printing through commercially available workbooks, which-.

provide,dots to prompt printing and then' systematically eliMinate the dots." _. i:

. 0 .

Vproblem frequentl-y' encountereclin instructing har to7 teach learners

is that they often do not readily learn from instructionally convenient prompts.

lost classroom instruction is' accomplished through instructionally convenieni ..,

,...

,.. ,

verbal cues, 'reading written cues; and' models. Indeed, most-instruction in

. .
. -

nonclassiTom environments utilizes- these prompts. For, example, a supervisbr
,

, . _
'

training a new employee 0j11 typically either verbally 'describe.; provide .written
I

insiruttibils*and/or model the job and then eXPect, the trainee toperform.with

minimal correctional' feedback. Learners should more.efficiekly acquire new. ,
. ..

skills in school and nohschool environments if they can acilufre skills through

s,
\ /

. .

instructicinally convenient \promptA,S).

1

,te should set two goals for difficult to

teach learners: a) to teach (them relevrt Skills', and b),,, to teach them tb X
. ... .. .

. . .

learn from' instruct.ional c4nv enient 'prompts. v. ,,,
,

.
.

' .:. , .

,, , . , .

, \
.

Chart 14' provides iyeral _exemples o f transfrring tOntrol of a' skill from .

. .,1.,
.

---.

prompts'Wnich alrei0 'ton s tstently. codtrol a skill to ) structiodal 1 y aciriverlii en

.
,

.. , %
). Aii. 1-\

, _Prompts. As iVuctrated in'Ohart 140 the promptTeductionors time delay strate-
)

, .

sgie mkylieemployed to bring performance of Skill under the cOntrql of in-.

S strpct-- y cen venien t pr p m Pt

.1
. 1,

. .

. 75
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.
Skill

CI-IfRT14

Bringing Skallt1 Pt.,formance Under. the

Control. of Instrtoftionally Convenient Prompts`

Prompt which Instructionally
cOnsi,stently convenient
evokes skials prompt

. ,

r
/

Transfer of 4control sttegy
A.4.

Print letters.

*. -

Readirig-
phonetically
regul0 wards

Dressing

, .

ri

Q

Physical
assistance

9

.., Modelsound-"
ing out word
(e.g. ,mmmaann)
and then,i
.saying it fast,

Physical
assistance

Dotted lines

Sounding. out
unknown' words
without a model
prompt

MOdek

/1/4

Use' prompt reduo:
tion to transfer

I control from
physical assistance
to dotst

. ,

Use .attitne aelay.
procedure o ,
transfer contro,1
from;a nioQe1 to
the preselide of
an unknown word,

..-;, r

Use a timeldelety ,,,
614 prompt reduc-
Lion procedure to ,
transfer' control

i oir the motor'
movements involved...
..1-1.dres-sink from

1 a phySical*,*. .'.
.
`assistance to a

( model .prompt

49.

I
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It cannot be overemphasized that prior to using instructionay convenient

prompts, we must first assess learners/ to insure that.instructionaTly convenient

:.

prompts consistently evoke-the skill of concern. If an instructionally con-

vehient prompt does Awe,' consistently,evoke thezkill, then we must either_use_
.

a, less_instructionally-c-onTerfient prompt indtor teach the learneo, to consistent-
, .41

. respond,crirrtly tp the ins2c4onally conv'enient kprompt. .

Typically, assessments*of learners are primarily concerned with _what skills

°they dii\and do riot per rm. Although' Such assessments' provide educationally
4,

relevant information for pinpointing what skills learners, should be taught,
, J

1they denbt Vide Information on how to teach the skills. Once skills learners
,

should e -taught are pinpointed; a second level of assessment should be. per-tt .
fl

ft filed to deterniite what prompts can be employed ,to teach the skills,

Changing leha,viors in Small Steps
I lc,..,1

,

As previously articulated, small step training can

g...

. -0( . A
behaviors in. sin' all 'steps. ^Chart...4. dee orttsow

. .
into small steps. -

also be accOmplibed

se) ected skills Can
. ' . sm. ....

1.
S - ,1 t

4'",:;,;,-.4. . gt

.

. .

The
OP

definition of a, Atli or behairior is arbillory.. For example,,e,, the&
p 4. - I . 414 :t/ }

f 441 ity tO'deive car pan be4Considered One Skiltl:. However, :this 'skill ..cak. be _,...

. . ,

. . ,, . .
. ' -a.- .., .:- i' .

broken, i niog nu erous 's bki 1 1 s,'Su ch as starting, stopping, shifting,- perking,s. . , *
aneba,ckingArp.; 0):).iti Usly,./e:achoethe 'sUbskilli'c& 'be brd'ken intes,:furtlier

.

subskills. _For inst- iice,!ta rt4ng:\i-n 1:rtl..ves pirtiing the) k into the igaitioli, 4.
,, s' 77 111K * .

"'

.-t



Behavior'

Small ,steps

t

CHART. 15

".Brdaking Selected Behaviors into Small Steps

Read 90 Survival Words Trace Letters .of Al habet

. .

R Second Grade Basal.Reader

1.' Read 10 survival words
2, Read 20 survival words
3.. Read 30. survival words

ead 90 'survival words-

6

Behavior Count to 100

Small atePs

.. Mt

1. Count to 10
2. tounb to 20,

. :

10. Countitb 190.

.Be ayior , Jani;toral - Clean
r

1. Trace --
2. Trace 1

3. Trace C
A

4. Trace
5. Trace 3 letters
6. Trace & letters

.

12. Tra e 26 letters"

I. Read p5eprimer
2.. Read 1st book of.lst grade

reader

A.

_
6 Read 1st book of second

grade'reader

'..Put on Hat' Imitate 21
Movements

Functional Motor

1. PiCk.up hat
2. 'Open hat

3. Place on head
4. Pull down on head

e

bathrpriAake change for a d011ar

1. Imitate
.2. Imitate

3'. Imitate

44Imitate

3 movements
6 movements
9 movements
12 movemehts

7.Imit4e 21 movements
oy

Roll over back o stomach

-

step's sink
i:'-Clean Mirror

3. Nash ,floors

;or? Change'toilet.paper

'1; Count by oned.to.100
2:'Count pennies
3. Count /by fives

4: Count nickels

i

0. 'Make change for a
7, dollar'

11! Reaches across body with
one armo

2. Turns head to the same
ide

3 171&%&ez

across body,

4. Rolls onto side
5. Rolls onto stomach
6: Frees arms'

11.

6".
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, o

putting the car in park; turning the key, stepping on the accelerator, etc.

We shallrefip AD the process of breaking skill in& small sqbskills
t

as cOppo-

nent analysis. Once a skilf has been broken into subskills; they'can be se-
,

quenced from easy toy hard or'. from simple to complex to forma skill 'sequence.
i

.

N ..

ir The poWer Of a 'skill.sequenoe-approach is-that skills or behavio can

be broken into
°

number, line in

two subskills
A

.

very small:teachable units. A skill sequence is similar to a

thata subskill (number) can usually be inserted- between any

(numbers). Asa rule of thumb, the more hanlidved the learner,
-

the finer the breakdown of skills within the sequence must be to facilitate,

efficient learningcdthere are at least three bases for component skill analysis:
As

a) curriculum,-b) grouping, and c) task analysis.

A curriculum basis for component skills analsis involves using the skill

sequences that are the basis of commercially available curricula. Most coth-

mercial reading., math, language/communication, motor, self-care, etc. curricu-,
I( .

la specify iii what order_the,skills will be assessed and taught. The first

'd
' step in-performing a componentanalysis.is to review available curricula to

. 1 ,

ascertain hOwrfhe ski11407 sequenceand.if the skill Sequence meets the

needs of individual learners. If it does, use the' skill sequence. Skill se-

quences de3ineated ut curricula for nonnandicapped learners are generallyA
.. J

e
.

'appropriate framework far assessing instructing handicapped learners. How-
.

1

. ever, the sktlTh in the
.

sequence are typically not broken into smal enough
. I .

f subskills to.make them maximally effective with handicapped. learners. As il-

.,
e- lustratedJn Chart 16, the skills within the sequetIce may be broken into fur-

. , ,
. .

they subskiils

:

.
75
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',CHART 16

Fti.ther Breakdown of Skills

fromiillypothetical Curriculum
e .

Breakdown.

Counts to Five

2.

"3
4.

5.

Labels Short Vowel Sounds
(a,e,i,o,u)

.,

Counts to 1
Counts to 2
Counts to' 3
Counts to 4
Counts to'5

' \

Phonetically
.SOund Out CVC
( consonant vowel

4Ncohsonant) words

1. Labels 'a'
2, Labels 'e'
3. Labels 'a'
4. Labels
5. Labels '4,',

1 '9. Labels

t.)

and

o -and 'L'

I

Breakdown 1..po ds o4t7 VC
'(vowel consonant)

't4ords

2. Solinds rout _CV

(consonant:vowe
words,

3. S nde out CVC"
cis

N,Eats With Spoon

1. Eats finger ds
2. Holds spoon
3 Bringi food from lips into

mouth'
4'; Brihgs food from within 3"

of mouth into mouth 10
5. Bringi food from 11' of mouth,,

into mouth- '
6. Scoops_food aril puts into °

mouth

I

i e

Ia

,
. u

a

lel
31.

et"

4
ar
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Although the skill sequences fornonhandicappe0 learners encompassed

by commercial) available Curricula are generally appropriate fo handicapped

it
learners, the durricula are typically not maximally effective wit 'handicapped

Alba learners for at least three reasons: 'a) they are'not broken into fine! enough

sequences of subskills,'bl.they do ot teath skills to an acceptable criterion
. °.

I

prior to advancing to instruction on the
.,t

structional Tropts such as written cues

Next ski/l, anec) they may{ se in

and complex models which may not con-

sistentlxevoke correct skill performarice by handicapped learners.'

Typically, commercially available currIcula,.except for a few developed
.

for handicapped learneils, are lesson-based, instead -of-triterion7based.. For

example, a curriculum may have si lessons- (consisting of six drills and eight
1

workbook pages) on consonent-voWel-consopent (cvc) words'or three lessons
. .

(consisting-oft7 drills) on counting to ten. After complliang the lessons,

the,learners advance to the next skill in-the.sequence. Some learnerg who

'haye not acquired-01e skill wilradv.;nce after so many lessons.just becaUse

4he'curr'icufum provides for, no more lessons or practice on the skill. Such
..

k,

learners will fall further and'further behind, because the brriculumHdoes not
. ,

. , ) . , . ..
. ,

require and teach learners to meet an,acceptable criterion prior.:to advancing
1 _ .

,,.

tgeanother skill. The curriculum has programmed certain learners to fap. Such ,

4 '..
createtturricula seemingly a-handicappedlearntrs 'trough not suring, that all

. , .*,

learners vqUire sOWfic.skills prior to advancing to the next gfilf in the '

sequence:

. ,. . ,

4

,

W.
i

d.

--;:-

'

,Ti^sk analysisi!is a.process-whfch can 'be employed to develop and adapt skill
g ..

...kgeguefidds. Prior to perfonmng a, task analysis, an educational objective must --

.,Ile

/ . `-' 1 .
t

.

s

- ormUlai' Once the educational Obje4tive has been formulate", task .

4,.
:

k
.

.1 ari .lysis.may be used toiderive the component skills involved in the educati nal .

ject0e. _A task analysis' may 'be
,

a

-- a

'

ccompiished by evfewing how avaijable . .

%),-.°4` - - 0)8189

44)
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curricula break down the skill.of concern, performing the ski) and/or observ-
.

ing'sOmeone else performing the skill and carefully.noting.the sequence of

steps involved and/orrepeatedTTTIng the question "What skills arl tired

to accomplish this task ?" until no more subskills'can be.derived:.Chart 16

illustrated hoer selected skifls could be broken down through the prOcesS of.

task analysis.

o

Grouping is a component analysis strategy
.

Which-involves dividingjarge
.

. . .

blocks;ofbehaviors into small units to mkke:themeasier to teach and learn.
. -

All of 9 can probably remember hav,ing to memorize poetry in school, A common .

,

strtegyfor-memorizing poetry is to break the poeM into units and to memorize

one unit'at atime. Poems caetrically be broken into lines or stanias.

Four strategies for memorizing a poem are illustrated in Chart 17.i

A

.,. As depict in Chart 17; poems can be' broken into very sma

facilitate memo fization. Highly skilled individuals -can learn

tit

in larg4

. 2

the more handicapped a'learner is., the smaller the

\'

111 units to

things presented

:=,
,

, .

units have'to be. There are innumerable ways to break behaviors into small
. - , .- . .

. .

groups for instructional purposes. Chart 18 ifiustr'at l4es'afeway5. -Thereis
, .

. .

no conclusive evidende whicp indicates that one method of grouping behaVior js
. , ,

mo'e eyective than another. However, as a rule of, thumb, the more difficult

to teach the learner js, the smaller the groups should be:

"

en,
-

* et

When We change behaviors isma1,4 step's, the condittons typically have

I
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Strategy A
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. CHART 17

---Tour Selected/rtrte ies for Me

Strategy B
.

1: MeMorize 1st lin e'

Mem6rize 2nd lips

3. Practice 1st and
2nd'lipes

304. Memorize 3rd line

5. Practice 1st, 2nd
and 3rd lines

, Continue until
-thg ntiriaa.poemq

' (^""

.11 Memorize 1st line

2: Practice 1st cane
:while memorizing,
the 2nd line

4. Practicelst and
2nd lines while
memorizing the
3rd line

-7\
Continue until
the entire poem

4 is memorized

t

..

1

orizin Po m

.! '
Strategy C

1. Memorize 'the 1st
stanza'

2. Memorize. the 2nd
stanza

3. ractice thle
and 2nd stanzas

4..Memorize-the 3rd
stanza

5. Practice the 1st,
and and' 3rd
stanzas

5.

'

.

Continue until the
entire poem is
memorized

a-%

Strategy D1 _

1. Memorize 'the 1st
stanza

2. Practice then 1st
stanza while
memorizing the 2nd,
stanza

. Practice the 1st,
and 2nd statias
While memorizin
the 3rd stanza

Continue until theme

Is,

entire poem-,is
memorized

air

/'

9

/

2

I.

4
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Behavior: Forty Basic Math
Facts .

Strategy A

Teach 1st fait N-
..Teach 2nd fact
. practice lst'and
2nd ,fact

:

Teach
3rd fact

. Practice lit, 2nd
and 3rdfact.

Continue' until
math facts ar
learned'

1s

" AI

is

4
CHART 18 )

Breaking Selected Behaviors into Small Groups 11A e

*

Strategy B

1. Teach 1st five
math facts
Practice 1st
five facts while
teaching 2nd
five.

3. Practice 1st
-facts

tea ng 3rd
.4

O

Behavior: Toothbrushing,(1. pick hp toothbrush; 2 ck up tooth paste;
3. put toothpaste on brush:... 20 ut tootWrush nd paste away)

Strategy A : Strategy B

. Tech Step 1
2. Teach Step 2
3. Pfactice St

l'& 2

Continue until
all mathfact:s
are ,learned

------------
BehaVior: Making change for a dialer...C.1.

.° Count by 2. Count,pennies;
3. count by fives ... to make-

'change.for a dollar) .

1. $gach Step 1 ' 1. Teach 1st five;
2.: Tegch%Step.2 while - steps

2."Teach 2ndfive
steps while
piacticing 1st
.five .

practicing Step '1
'3.. Teach Step 3 while.

practicing Steps
1%61.2

:

. Cantinte until all
steps are learned

Continue until
all steps are
learned

'

Step 3
ractice Steps
1, 2, & 3

' Continue Until
all steps are

. learned

I

L_

Teach 1st step 1.

Require 1st step
be pdrformed be,2,
fore teaching
second step 3.

4.

"

',Continue

all steps are,
learned

I

0

Strategy C

Teach 1st five
steps
Teach 2nd five
-steps

Practice 1st ten
step's

,Teach Trd five
steps

practice isf
fifteen steps
,

-.°

4110, Continue until

all steps are
learned

Strategy D

. Teach all step,s.,

concurrently but
provide additional
,practice 'on diffi-
cult, steps

4.
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to change. For example, when progressing from one set of addition facts to

another, or from cleaning the sink to cleaning the floor, or from reading

cv words, to, reading cvc words, different task materialshave to be.preSented

as well as different cues to respond. When bath conditions and behavior's are

ChipedIn small steps, we hove a mixed paradigm.

6

Changing Both tonditions and Behaviors in Small Steps

Generally, it is, advantageous to simultaneously change bol conditions
7t '

and behaviors in small steps. An initial step'in designing a direct instruc-

tional program is to define what will be taught in observable, measurable

terms. That is, a behavioral objectiye is formulated. The behavioral objective

defines what skill will be taught but does not define how to teach it.
. .

Once a behavioral objective has been formulated, Component analysis can

be empl.oyed to break the skill into component parts and to gener.ate a skill

sequence which progresset in easy to hard or simple tolcomplex steps to the

acquisition of the objective. The skill., sequence or sequence of small behavior'

changes defines "what" to teach in which order to facilitate. prners obtaiifing

-the behavioral objective. The sequence does not delineate how to teachlthe

skills, it only defines the order irk which they will be taught. ,

After generating the skill Sequence, a next step is to design.aninstruc-

,1

tional,prompt and/or a corr ction prompt procedure 'for teaching each step of

the sk441 sequence. A ir ct instructional -p'rogiarli generated by this process1/

could be formulated as iTlultrated

17

Objective

Cbnditions:

When given a eet
of lined pap affd

asked to "Or n the
alphabet"

L_

4.
Behavior: Criterion:,!

The learner mill Within one 'minute with
print the 95% of. the fOters con-

,.
sidered accurate by,

\ 95 the teacher and learner

85
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Component Analysrs. 7.
1: Teach' the learner to print 3 letters.'
2. Teach the learner p) print.g,additional

practicing acquired lettent.
3. Teach the learner to print 3 additional

practicing acquired letters.
4. Teach' the learner, to_print 3 additional

practicing acquired letters.
5. ,Teach the learner to print 3 additional

practicing acquired letters.<
6. Teach'the learner to print 3 addittpnal

practicing acquired letters.
7. Teach the learner to print 3 additional

practicing acquired-letters..
8. Teach the learner to print 3 additional

practicing acquired letterso,

letters tile

'letter's while
.

Testers while

,

letters while
b

retters while

letters Millet,

letters while

9. Teach the learner to print 4 additional letters while
practcng,acquired letters. ,*ii

Instructional Sequence

1. Teach the learnr to print
1.1 Teach the learner..,to

each letter.
1.2' Teach the learner to

each letter.

r

1.ga Teach the lea'rnereto
f each letter. .

3 letters.

connect 9dots which represent-
/

Connect 7 dots which represent

connect 5 dots which represent

1.4 Teach the learner to connectO dots whioh. representa
eachletter.

1.5 Teach the learner to print the letters without the -

aid'of 0e-dots.

2. Teach the learner to prin43 additional letters while
,practicing acquired letters.

( 2.1 - ,2.5 Follow_ he same sequence )of steps as in.
Step I. Continue to add-additional lettees:in
the sime'mannOr...

' ' % 4. 4 t '

As,indicate0 by the.example,a,combination of changing donditionSgand
,.. .

r

changing behaviors in small steps can lead to a very sma, step instructional

r
.
sequence./. ,14ing the Orocedures,disCussed 'previously, the sequende coulebe.

- ,

refined into even smiller'stepsAand alternative prompts could lt,Used singu-..

larly or in combination.; Such small step'instrpctionaT sequences may'seem
.

0,
. laborious and .extreme. HoWever, they providkan effective.mens-0;s;ructuring

,. i A
,

the eddcitional "envirohmentJordilicOt tosteich-i004hers. It mast be re-
. 4
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to

emphasized that the employment of such'small step programming is generally

only necessary when typically used programming strategies have been demonstrated

to be ineffective.

Generating small step programming is made easier when curricula with such

small step programming are adopted., When selecting curriculawe should carefully

.

assess if they provide for small step programming and ifthe prompts and pro-.

4 t

gramming thpy employ cenbe readily modified to meet the needs of individual.

. .learners. As previously discussed, small step programming can also be achieved

by changing criteria in small steps.

Changing Criteria in Small Steps.

Learners-are typically placed into special education programs because they

:have not experienced success and achievement in the "regular" learning.environ-

ment: For such leth-ners, school is often a negative environment. Because they

have not experienced much success, they may not be motivated to learn. It is

essential to provide such learners with almost immediately successful learning

experiences. -De changing criteria and behaviors in small steps procedurese.

.

can provide such an envV;itimerft. In addition, the,criteri.on.for successful
%

performance'canjbe lowered to the learner's current performance level to insureI-

immediate success. Once the learner., has experienced success, the criterion canIf

.

be gradually. increased to An ,accepfablelevgl

The criterion component' of a behavioral objective Articulates the rate,

duration, percent correct, etc. .a skill must"be performed at for a learner to -.

have acquired the skill. Chart 19 depicts selected examines of.a gradually

changing criterion. 'The actual .steps in Changing a criterion should be based

upon assessment of individual perfor'..mance. For example, if an individual reads

an average of 20 cvc (consonant-vowel-consonant) words Per minute, the first
.

.

changing criterion step would be set at 20 to insure success. Once this
-,0 - ,

, i ..
.4

i .
87 9
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criterion issmet, the learner's average rate is recalculated. If the average

rate is 27, the next,step could be set just above .the average at, for in-:
, -

stance, 30. Once the new criterion is met, the average rate is recalculated

and a new criterion set. We can continue,in this manner until the detireq

.10

criterion is met. .

Small step training is a powerful direct instruction strategy. There are

innumerable ways to Change conditions, behavio , and.criteria in small steps. T

There are no pat answers as to'when specific strategies should be employed.

However, decisions.on what strategy to employ should be made on the baSis of°

an error analysti.. 4;

. Error Anal sis/ .
.

t

A°
Direct instructional procedures should,be derived to meetthe needs of

indt'vidual leardpers. Although we may have same basie eauCational objectives
/ .

for all learners,'ihe-way they are taught the skills encompassed by the ob-

jectives should be based upon a careful aisessmentof individual learning styles

and instructional needs. As previously discussed, direct instruction can be

individualized b: -a) using instr

which are based upon OrOmpts which

ctional and correction prompt procedures

are effective with-Apdividuarleirners,

b) breaking, the behaviors to be taught into 'small units, and c) gradually

changing the performance criter' When learners do not make adequate progress

to a direct instruction pro ram;

quite and make systematic'adjustm

d determine why progress is not ade-
\

in the progr

An initial step in modifying an structiondil program is to determin

,what types of errors learners are making and fo..develop and 'implement pro-

.

'
*.
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CHART 19

Selected Example of Changing. Criterion

/ Rate
,

.

Duration Percent Correct

* I

.

Reading 20 sight fiords
1

Behavior
.

.

1 .

Completion of addition
- fact problem

% (

Head Control maintains,
head'proper position

Desired
Criterion

40 problems correct per
minute

Maintain Head control,
control for 5 minutes

1 .

100% correct
.

Criterion
Steps

k.

.1

1. 10 per,,, minute

2. 20 per minute

3.. 30 per minute
4. 35,:per minute

5. 40 pd. minute
.

11. 20 seconds
2. 40 seconds
3. 1 minute
4. 2 minutes
5. 3 minutes
6: 4 minutes
7. - 5 minutes

1. 25% corvect .

2. 50% correct
3. 75% correct
4. 100% correct

.

Behavior

d

.:., .

. ,

'Head Banging
.

_

.

Rdnang 1.
, .

_

Assembling 50 Widgits
.

Desired
Criterion

,

.

No Head Bangs
,

-

.

Run for 20 Minutes
.-

1

100% correct

Criterion

4

.

-

A

_

.

1. '40 head bangs per day.
2. 35.head bangs per day
3'. 30.head bangs per day(,
4. 20 head bangs per day
5. 15 head bangs per day
6. 10 head bangs per day
7. 0 head bangs per day

1. 5 minutes
. 2. 7 minutes

3. 10 minutes
4. 15 minutes

r

5A20 minutes

.

1. 25% correct
2. 50% correct
3. 75% correct
4. 100% correct A.-.

,
-

.

.

.

/1
) 4, .-

i

6 r ,4
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cedures to directly'remediate rrors: ere are at least three general

types of errors learners can a e performance, discriminatioli,nd response

deficit errorts.

Performance Errors

4

As used herein, error can be said to be the result of erfor;n4nce

k problem when learners demonstrated that they know what skill they are

expected to , perform and an perform the skill, but do not perform the skill

orlperform the skill inco rectly. Fow instance, learnerswho have emons

that they can sound, out ric words, dress themselves, eat with.a spoon,\b

/
make change for-a dollar,, but do not consistently perform the6ill appropr'iately,

dempnstrate a performance problem.

Performance problems typically occur because the directinstruction routine.
ft

does'not motivate learners 3o consistently perform the desired skills.

previously discussed, we can systematically changedeither the events whitch pre-

c ede skill performance (antecedent eveiiti). iindcor the everts which follow
, r---- . ' *

,

drill performance (subsequen, events) .to facilitate *skill performance:

. Performance problems
,
can, be the result of instruct al routine'being

,.. .,,.,. .

dull and borin dr wn out. One way to make the. inst ctjonal routine , )
. .

more motive-Ong is to change antecedent-e vents: -Antecedte\en can be
\

.

.
\

amodified bl using different instructip al materials and/or using f,n gaMe\

..

4formatfor presenting instruction. For ample, readir can be taught throug
.

high interest reading materials; dressing t. ghtthrough pre s-upplay; and
.

1

c
,

language, readiny) math skills, etc. can be tau 8 . t throdiAgames and races. 'r,
...

t

some c ses, performance problem errors occur beta e instructions routines
. .

, s
.. ' 7".

are tot drawn out. For examplelia program)pay bescheduled into
c
a.twenty4k.

k t

:x

minute period. If data on learner K-formarAe indiCate that lerriersperfdrm
.

.

.
, ,

.

4,
0

better at the beginning of the period at he end,othe;instructional period

4
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is probably too'long. On solution to this problem is to break instr\Ictior

lotto two ten-minute periods of four five-minute priods which occur at

different times of the day. In othee words, instruction on a specifiC skill.-
.

/.
is distributed. The time periods between distributed instruction on specific

' skills can yarj' from a few minutes to hours. For instance, if the skill being

taught math facts, five minutes could be spent on,a math facts drill, the

. r

next five minutes could be spent on counting skills, thenjive more. minutes
. .

could be spent on another math fact drill, etc.. Instructjon could also' be
r

more distributed. A ten- minute math fact drill could .provtded early in

the morning and another drill could-be Tmovided several, hours later inithes

day.

A specta\ type of performance problem involves leargens who do.not respond 4
,

-,.,

\- or infrequently respond. For this type of problem, ark error analysis should .

be conducted to determine whether the learnecan Orforit the .tak but doesn't,

or if the learner does noi know how, to perform the fask... It is the author's

,
.

experience that educators frequently count np7responses as error responses.

%
./

. .

- Use of this convention can hamper.the error analysis. Fir instance, let's say----\ f ... ..1 C'........ . . . .
a learner is given ten math problems and completes thy* correctly but does'

D i 8

not attempt the other seven. If no responses are counted as.errOrs,thelper-,

'cent correct is thirsty. This percent. correct erroneously indicates that the

.

,

. r
.

learner does not know how to perform tilt task when in actuality the learner

''achieved one hundred percent correct on problems attempted. Other learners

perform_tasks_attempted incorrectly. Such learners demonstrate both a,per=
s

formance problem and a learning deficit.

Both the subsequent .events for correct and error performance can beimoal-
,,

t

fied 'to mediaterediate a performance problem. Events.which follow'behavior and
w

a e contingent upon the occurence.ofthe behavior can either cause_ the be- 1
....

.

.
i 91 101 -
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'havior to increase, decrease, or be neutral (neither increase or deCrease

the 6 vioi-). Events which i'hcrease behaviors are called reinforcers and

. -

events which decrease behaviors are called punishers. Fo example, if
. ,,( 4

Ipraising a ldarner fortorrect responses resultsin an increase in correct
%

6responses, praise is functioning as a reinforcer. On the other hand, if
.,

praise dOes/rot produce an increase in correct responses, it ts neutral and

if it decreases correct responses, t is a punisher.
t.

post -lye events such as praise, grades, stars, money and free time are
.

'.not necessarily reinforderi. In order for.a_poitivd 'event to be a 'reinforcer,

.41

it must be empirically demonstpted that the event increases behavior's. For
.4

some individuals, positive evens such as praise, grades, stars, and money .

(16 not function.as rdinforcers. ConseViating behavior' performance.witA-such

events will not increase_behavior. 7

i

If a learner-ca'n perform a skill and does'i.eceive a positive consequence

,

forslci11 performance but skill performance does not increase, then we can

' assume that the positive event is noj functioning as a retrforcer. In such

cases we can Chan§e the positive event which fellows correct behavior performance'

1

- until arl event which increases the behavoie is,found. .

,

. = ", .
-- ,

There are at least thtee basic procequres for identifying potentially re--
..

, . .

inforellg[eve4ts, The simplest method,inVIclves asking the learners what they
,

. . .

°i , .

would like to earn foi,c(arrect behavior performance.. A contract can be made
4

with the learners deTineatfng that if they perform specified behavfors at an

acceptable criterion, they will receive a particular reinforcer such as praise,

a star, a'grade, a note to pirents, free time etc.
. ,

A se6ond.sitegy for delineating potential reinforcers is to observe

what activities leprgers frequently engage inl'inen they have a free

'- Fon example, in a'free'choice situation learner-may re

. 92.

t
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a favorite car, talk to the school secretary, 'pa togethe puzzle, or play

with a 'classmate. Activities in 'which learners requen y engage in free

choice situations are potential reinforcers. Wecan Ice engaging in the

activities contingent upoii 'performing specified behaviors at an acc

,criterion.

The third procedure which be employ{

f

i/s .calved reinforce ent sampling.
c
i

This procedure involves presentinglearners With many different ev nts such

as personal attention, 'free time, games, and toys, and observing hich stint-

14 they interact with and'for how long. Events which they frequently inter-

act with for relatively long durations of time are potential reinforcersand
. 1

can pejuseU as contingent consequences for thedpec-formances.of specified be-
.

haviOrs.

/,

Events are not consistently reinforcing. It is not uncommon for people ., .
to sometimes prefer tea to coffee or playing bridge .rather than'Scrabble.

.1

Learners' preferences for events may also vary. Unless a particularlppower-
.

ful reinforcement is found, it is wise to employ.a reinforcement menu. Use of4

a reinforcement menu inyblves making a variety of patentialreinforcers avail- -%

, able from which learners can choose. For example, learners may be allowed
..

. - .__.....
.

. choose between two favorite games or tois during free time-as a consequence ,--

. for performing skills at a spetified level.
r

When learners are initially ac uiring.new skills it is advantageous to
.

reinforce them frequently. The rein rcement provides imeediate,feedback

on their performance. As previously discussed, the cnstilictional program '

shouTdAe designed such that learners are immediptelypecessful and can thus
1r .

t obtain accest to-reidofctrit.
le

... .

Reinforcers are events which'immediaiely follow specified behaviors and .
.

. ,I 4" i. ,
..resUlt. in the'incegase.in those behaviors. Instructi.onal correction follows

tt,r;
4
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incorrect behavior performance and usually consists of additional teacher

attention. Teacher attention may be reinforcing and learners may receive

pore teacher attention for incorrect'than correct skill performance. This is.

particularly likely to occur when little reinforcement or teacher attention \

is provided for correct skill performance., In the case, of performance problems ,

lie should is insure that more teacher attention is provided for correct

response than error responses. As defined above, a performance problem exists

when learners can perform the skill. Thus, learners really do
,
not need in-

structional correction. Generally, an.effective strategy foreperformance
,

.

problems is to'ignore errors (provide no correction) and to reinforce correct

skill performance.

: Discrimination Errors

Error responses can occur because learners dbnot ettendito the task, do

not discriminate'task-relevant stimuli,do not differentiate what type of

'response to make,;and/or cannot perform th& correct response: Each type of

error, except for the; inability to perform the correct response, may be con-

sidered a discrimination error. Errors due to an.inability to perform the

correct response will be discussed in the next section.

s
As a rule of thumb, errors cancbe attributed, to discrimination errors

*when learners' error responses ire equal to or greater than correct 'responses'.

. Discrimination errors occur-whedlearnies do not uncierstend the task. Lack'.

of understanding the task can also prodUce performance-Ooblems.. That is,

:learners may stop responding and /or engage in inapOdpriate behaviors to avoid

or escape tasks in ich they are not successful and thuS do tot obtain suffi-
, .

. .

cient reinforcement fdr appropriate'skill peilorMance. However, unlike.per-

formance problem errors, discrimirAptfon errors generai,lxcennot be'remediated

. . .. y

by only using more fpowerful inforcers. Appropriate instructional, prompt

94
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and/or correction prompts.must be employed to teach the task,such that

learners can gain access to success and reinforcement.

When learners do not respondor engage in inappropriate behNors to

avoid or escape tasks they do not understand, they may engage in superstitious

or gambling behaviors. Whether individuals have eenlabeled gifted or

severely/profoundly handicapped they may engag in either behaviors to escape

or avoid a task they do.not understand, or ga ling. When gamblers are in

4

volved in games of chance, they do not res ond randomly. They use a system
,

and wily modify their system until they lerive one which appears to result in

the maximum payoff.N Systems typicall do not \result in 'gamblers winning {every

time but they do facilitate gambler- winning often enough to continue playing .

derstand a task the teg'can become 'a game

know what respOnse will result in a payoff

stem that results in enough payoffs to make it

the game. When learners do not'

of ctance. ,The learners do not

every time anti may enploy a s

.worthwhile for-them to eng e in the task.

Weewill use a two-c ed,iscrimination task as an example. The teacher

places a spoon and a c in front of theilearner and alternately asks the learn-
'

er to "Touch the spo and "Touch the 'cup.", In order to win the game the

.-learner has to dis iminate between the words "cup",andlspoon'rand the objects

'Icup'l and "spoon In'addition, Ihe learner has to understand or learn that

'when the teach says "c4p"_tsluching_thecApds_patd_off, and when-the teacher

says "spoon" ouching the spoon is patd.off.

Let's .ay the learner does not understand the rules of the gaMe. The
1

does not understand thaCthe verbal cue of "Touch the spoon/cup" provides ....

. .. t
lig inn nation necessary to make a' correct response. The learner does not

.

\
.

to the dbmponent words ofve al cue. The verbal cue is a "..go,signal,"

A
.

. T earner knows if he/she touches ne of the%

,

objects after the cue that re-
,

95
4
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inforcement will peri9dically be delivered. Instead of using or-learning, r,
.., g

the rule "Touch the object named" the learner develops his/her own rules or
, . / ,

system of respondtng.

Some of the systems used y learners in.sUch situations are win-stay/

0
lose-shift, always touch the object-o-n the right or on the lett, always touch

,

the s
\

poon or thesup,or always touch the object at
_

which the teacher is look-

ing. Win-Slay/lose-shift involves the learner touching.the same object a ain

if he/she received reinforcement on :the last-try (win-stay) -and,touching a

i

delivered

. .

diff&ent object if no reinforcement was delivered (lose-shift). In a two-

Choice task, each-of these systems can result in,at least ftfty percent of the

Islearner's responses being correct-and thus''paid o-0%." For many learners this

reinforcement level
4
is sufficient to,maintain their game laying behavior. Un-

less

. .

the teacher changes the instructional routine to facilit t he leaner .

_ .

acquiring the correct rules for playing the game, the teacher and earner could,

theoretically go on playing the game forever without the learner ever acq r-

. ,

ing the correct rule or meeting the skill acquisition criter ion. In fact;

the game is played long enough the learnli could meet the skill acquisition

criterion by chance'. Elifficultto teach learners, whether they are mildly or

profoundly handicapped, often engage in -Very co plex gambling strategies. The

strategies/may be very ingrained and difficult to eliminate.

. Mother gambling strategy is impulsiveresponding As used herein, im-

6
pulsive responders are learner 0 respond quickly on the basis of their own

gambling strategies without eve 'ttempting to,discern or learn thecorrect '

rules for playing the game. Impulsive responders are difficult akd frustrating

to teach unless appropriate instructional-procedures are used. An impulsive

responder may touch an object choice in the two-choice discrimination task be-

fore the teacher cues him/her to "touch the cup/spoon", guess at reading words-
,
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00,,
without attempting.to emplOy word attack skills, and a math fact work

. .

sheet using his/her own methods; ignoring the direetions_pr6ideely the .

teacher.

4 ,One objective of direct instruction is to teach learners to use the appro-

priate rulesfor playing the game and to eliminate the use of inappropriate

gambling strategies. Either deductive or inductive instructional procedures,

may be used to teach leItarners to use appropriate rules:The deductive

approach involves providing the learner with the rule and teaching, the learner

to apply the rule across'multiple problems of a given type until the learner

generalizes the rule acretss_untrainedproblems of a given type. '(See Chart /20

for example tasks.)

.

One of the rules for phOnetically sounding out words is "sound it and

.$ay it fast". To teach the rule, learners can be presented multiple'exemples
,
,. '=.

.

of0

e

oic words (vowel-consonant woeds such as "at"). The learner can be required
,

orstate the rule before sounding out each word and saying it fast. An in-
,

Wuctional sequence for accomplishing this could be designed as follows."'

Phase I: Teaching learners to sound out vc 'words when. the rule

-,

t.

is prompted by the, teacher.

Step,1: ;Teach words ",up", "et"

Teacher cue: points to the words and ask "what is.the
rule?"

.Learner response: "Sound it out and say it fast."

Teacher cue: "Do it." -1;

. Learner response: "aaat", "at"

Step 2: Test untrained words "el", "ut', "op",;"i5"

9
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Skill'

, Chart 20

'Examples of Tasks for rnductive and Deductive Instruction

Training Tasks Untrained Generalization Test Tasks
....

Count from. 1 to 5 objects

. -. ,

.

.

Count 1 to 5 pedcils ''

Count 1 to 5 marbles- .. .

CoUnt.1 to.5 pennies ,..

.

. s

. Q
Count 1 to 5 blocks .

Coupt 1 to 5 cups
,

.Count 1 to 5 spoons .

i

COnceptsof big and little.

, . .
.

Label. big and .,little balls

Label big and little cars

Label big and little wagons

.

. .

Label big and,ljttle pencils

Label big and little cups *

Label big and little sticks

Concepts of car and wagon

.

)

Label red car and blue wagon

Label yellow car and yellow wagon

. Label white car and red wagon

,
. ,,

At

Ik 5-7 .

Label blue car and orange wagon

Label green car and white wagon

Label yellow car and brown wagon

Coq t out money up to one
dollar

. . ..
.

.

.Count out 354 Count
. .

.
Count out 86t ,

.

'Count out 55t .

.

Etc. 1
.

out 134
,

_

Count out 81t

Count out 99t

Etc.

0

0.
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114- Teaching learners to sound out words when the rule is
not prompteby the teacher.

Stepol: 'Teach words "at", Pit', "up'r, "et"

Teacher cue: Points to word and asks "what is this word?"

Learner response: "Sound it out and say it fast.

'Istep2: Test untrained words "el"; "ut", "op", "ic"

Phase III,: Teaching learners to sound out words withdut stating the
rule.

IP Stev 1: Teach words "at", "it ", "up ", let",

Teacher cue: Points to words and asks "What is this wora?-"'
N I

Learner response: "aaat", "at"

2 Step 2: Test untrained words "el",..flut", "op", "ic"

A's delineated in.the"example the strategy insures that the 'learner uses the

appropriate rule by initially having the learner state the rule prior to re-
,

-sponding. Once the learner consistently states, the rule prior to responding

and solves theproblems correctly across untrained vt.words, the learner is

4
allowed to ,solve the problems without-irst §tating_the rule. ;When the learner

consistently applies the rule correctly across many untrained vc wordithe rule

has been.learned. If the learwr does not apply the rule:to untrained words,

Imore'woeas should be trained until generalization occurs.. The __learner can noW

be taught to apply the rule across different types of related problems, such

as cv, cvc; ccvc, and cvc words:,

6 probleM with the deductive method of teaching is that learners must compre-

hend the components of the rule for the Method to be effective. Tha

harriers would have,to demonstrate that they comprehend "sound it and "s

'it fast" prior, to teaching them to Apply the rule. Comprehensi °fit e rule
+.

%1 can,of,course,be taUght,through "sound it out" and "say it fas " gam ,and

jo .However, the deductive teaching approach will not be effective foi.

'learners who do not comprehend language or when the rules are complex. In such

cases an inductive instructional method should be more effective.
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Let's say the task is to teachlearners to discriminate bettiieen a square

and a circle. The rules could be "If it is a,rectanglewith all sides equal .

it is a square and if it is round it is a c rcle.". The teacher could alter-

nately present a circle or square and ask "what is this?" The learner could

then look et the circle or square, say the ule, then say "circle" or

, "square ". In (Wder'to apply the rule the 1 arner would have to comprehend the

words "rectangIe",,"sides", "equal", and "roind".

For another example, let's say our ol5jstive is to teach learners to dis-

criminate'red from blue. The rule could be the color is between green and

violet it is blue; if it is between moderat orange andrusset,,it is red."

Learners who'compre;end the words color "green", "between", "violets!, "mod-

erate", "orange", and "russet" could learn th colors red and b lue by the de-
,

l / , . _

ductive approach. However, the inductive approach can be used to teach the
- '..1

rule to learners who lack the language compre ension skills;
c

"

The inductive method involves teaching le rners multiple examples'of a class

of problems. When the learners demonstrate that they can solve untrained prob-

lans of the class, we can infer khat they lear ed the rule thhugh-induction.

For instance, to teach the color red, the foll wing instructipnal sequence could

be employed.

2.

3.

5.

Test for Rul

red

blue

hit)

1. 1
2.

blue'

Generalization:

blue

white

(Tihit3)

(blue)

red

Untrained items:

red )

ILL b
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4.

4: To teach:the learner to di!cri inate red; the teacher woultstart at

step one,.Oresent the red and white items and ask the learner to "touch red."

The learnerwould be reinforcedonlY for touching red. Once the learner
. c

.responces were,cons4stentlicorrect, the teacher would advance to the next
A o

step. The sha.peof.the colored items and their, positions are varied to in- ,

sure that the learner is responding on the basis of colt" instead of shape or

position. Two untrained red shapes are introduced at the completion of the

sequence to test.foi:rule generalization. (See Chart 2 for more examples of

tasks.)

If the learner passes the generalization tkst, we can infer that the

learner has acquired and can apply the rule although'the learner will probably

be unable to state the rule. Both the inductive and deductive teaching methods

infer that the learners have acquired the riles when they consistently apply.'

the rules to untrained test items.

When designing direct instructional programs, it is essential to analyze

what rules will be. taught and then to delineate "either)a deductive or inductive

method for teaching and testing learner,rule use. In addition, learners' errors

during skill acquisition should be carefully analyzed to determine if thdy are

basing their responses upon the appropriate rules or if they are using a gambling

syftem.

Ode powerful procedure for eliminating gambling systems is to des* in-

structional programs such that learners will make no or few errors.' The instruc-.

tional prompt procedures articulated previously can be employed to inhibit' error

-responses. Explicit ihstructional proMpts should facilitate learners under-
.

standing the task and inhibit the use of gambling and/or task escape and a-
.

A,

voidance strategies.
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Types of Discriminating Errors

A direct instruction format usually.encomPOses the following'sequence:

.1. Secure learner attention a :
p

2. Secure learner attentlorrto task relevant stimuli

3.... Cue learner to perform skill

4. Learner responds

Learners can make errors because they do not attend to the task',` do not attend
0.-

% .

to task relevant s t i m l i , 4lo not differentiate 'what t 'o to make

and/or cannot perfOrm t e desired response. Attention to ask relevant stiMu-
....

, 4t,

li can be facilitated by stimulus prompts. Differentiating th type of responses,
4

Co

.6 Make can be facilitated y response prompts and arnability:t &form the

correct response may be remed ated by changing behaviors in the small steps

procedures discussed previously. Chart 21 illustrates the basic directinstruc-

tional format and selected error remediation procedures.

1

As already described,'prompts used in error remediation have to e individu-

alized.to meet learner needs. In addition, the remedial prompts can be

as instructional or correction prompts. As /depicted in Chart 21, sti lus

prompts attempt to focus learner attention on 'ask relevant' stimulus char

sented

Astics. Stimulus prompts can range from the teacher's pointing to the task

stimuli,.t.o having the learner touch the, stimuli, to highlight4lig cues -(such

as the color being used to differAentiate the 'b' from the 'd' in the chart ex-

ample). It is essential that. learners attend to all task relevant stimuli be-

fore responding. Whenever feasible learner attention should be verfovert and

observable. For instance, 'having learners touch task stimuli insures that they

have looked at them. Requiring attention to task can inhibit impulsive responding

102
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-CHART 21

Basic Direct Instruction Format and
Select Error Remediation Procedures

Task: Discriminate-between aiSpoon and a cup when presented a spoon and cup and
asked to "Touch spoon. 11

Basic Sequence Correct Response Error Response Remediation Procedure

1. Att tion
to task

"Larry look"
or

"Larry listen"

Larry looks at
teacher

.

LaPry looks
around room

Stimulus. Prompt

.

Reinforce another learner for -

looking or physically_ turn
learner's head toward task

,

2. Attention
to task rele-
vant stimuli

"Larry look at
these"

- ,

-

Larrylooks at
the cup & spoon

Larry looks A-
way from the cup

& spoon,'

Stimul s rom t

.

.

.

Teacher point to cup & spoon
and/or has tarry touch the cup
and spoon

3. Cue to re-
spond ,

"Larry touch
spoon" \

Larry touches
spoon ' ''

-

Larry touches
cup

Larry grabs cup

Larry grabs Ton

Rlkonse Prompt

Teacher immediately touches'
spoon and physically assists
Larry to touch spoon after
saying ,Larry touch spoon

Task? Label Sight word,flieshcards when the teacher holds up a card and asks "what
word is this?"

$

Basic Sequence Correct Response Error Response Remediation Procedure

1. Attention
to task

"Larry look"

Th,

,

Larry looksNat
teacher

Larry looks away

.
.

.

f

Stimulds'PromPe

.

Reinforce another learner for
ooking'or physically turn
le5;ner's head toward the task'

.

2. Attention
to task rele-
vant stimuli

"Larry look at
here"

.

,

l'

.

.

Larry looks at
flashcards

ak

.
,

.

Larry looks away,Teacher_ .

.

Stimulus Prompt

.

points follashcard
and/or turns learner's head
toward the cards -

.

3. Cue to re-
spond

-

"What is this-
word?" "

.
.

.

.......

.

V .
Larry says cor-
rect. word

.,

. y

.
,

____
r'

.
Larry says
wrong word

1.;ry touches
the flashcard

, .

Response Prompt.
.

r.
0

Teacher says "this is the
word " prior to asking :

"what is-this word?"

.--
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and the use of gamblirig strategies.

wf

'There are three.basic,types of response ere.g)rs learners can male: making.
-----v

,, .
,

,

the right class reslionse in the presence of the wrong task stimulus (e.g., touch=

0

frig:the cup instead of spoon or saying hall instead of bat); making the wrong

("
.class pf response in the presence of the correct task stimulus (e.g., grabbing

the cup instead of touching it); and making the wrong c)4ss of response in the ,

presence of the wrong:task stimulUs (e.g.:grabbing the spoon instead of:touch-

ing.theicup).
, .

It is important'to analyze the type of response error learners make because

each type of error typically required a different prompting pro'cedure. If

learners perform the correct class of response in the presence bf the wrong

task stimulus, one ion infer that they can differentiate what class 6fYesponse

to make (e.g., point, pull, pick up, label) and the error occured because they
5

.

failed to discriminate between the task%timuli. In this base a stimulus. prompt

0
< is needed to facilitate there - learning to/discriminate between the task stimuli.

When learners perform the wrong class of response in the presence of the

correct task stimulus, one can infer that theY;can discriminate between task t".

stimuli. -',Ttlb problem is that,they da not differentiate which,clAss of response

should be performed. In this case a response prompt can be used to facilitate

'learners-differentiating which class of response to perform. When'learner5

emit the wrong class of response in.the presence the wrong task stimulus,
4

4
both stimulus and response prompts ark indicated.

, ,

Direct instructional procedures should be based on a careful analysis of

individual errors. The type of errors learners make should be pinpointed and

instructional prompting and /or correction prompt precedures should then be de-

A
veloped to directly remediate the type of errors.
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Response Deficits

'Individuals can kno

4

7

what response. to perford.bUt be unableto perform

the response-1 learner wi cerebral palsy, may knOw that he/she shouldzip

up his/heer jacket when it is c d but unable to perform the motor movement.I
Most golfers know that when they within 120 yards of the green that they

:

. .

should select "a mine iron, keep thei heads down-And, hit the ball with a full
4

swing. However, many golfers cannot con tently perform thfs response. A

learner may know what 0 'p' looks like and un erstand that he/she 0 to print

a 'p' but be unable to pring a legible 'p'. In such cases the responses'have

to be built-. The changing behaviors in small,osteps'procedures previously de-

scribei can be employed to,6Uild responseg'..

We-have attempted to neatly categorize the types of errors 1 arners make

into performance problem errors; discrimination- errors, and respobse deficits.

Learners' error patterns should be carefuglYanalyzed.since each type of error

typically requires edifferent remeflatfon pro;Vddre. However, lt is .highlyt

probable that difficult to- teach learners will simultaneously make two or more

types of errors-on the same task. For example, learners may frequently not re-
- .

spond (a performake error indicatinp a need to select a More powerful

forcer); fail to discriminate between ,task relevant stimuli (indicating a need

k
for stimulus prompts).; and inconsistently perform the.borrect class of respone

(indicating a need for response prompts). A program very ni6h.intreinfor2ement

and prompts would have to be developed for such learners. It is likely-that -

conditions, behavior, and triterion' will all 4-lave to be changed i,p!$mall steps

to facilitate 'skill acquisition.
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Mastery

it 6 .6

As discussed in Chapter III, Haring, White and .Liberty (1980) delineated

. a series of -yarning stages.tencompassing, acquisition, .fluency
.

..,generalization, and.applicatibn, Thus far we,bave primarily dealt-with-
,

skill acquisition or the interval between the.4pearance of a desired be-
.

a I.' havior and reasonable..`accuriteperf'Ormance. However,,.. skills .do not

become fupctional until, they can be appropriately applied and generalized

acres tasks of indepencrent jiving, within and oUtside-ochool environments,
0

That is, learners should be fluent' in the skills (*.e.g., perform ttte skills

at raps, durations, 'and accuraciel which, make ftem functional), maintain 47
,. . . ,

. . . ,0

the-skills, and generalize the skills acr oss Independent;living; ta sks:
:

` .
Once a 'skill, has been acquired, fluency, and generalization can be taught

concurrently. Fluency involves teaching `a °skill to 'a criterion that allows
- , ,,... ,

..- 'ethe skill to be used in a meaningfpi Manner. i-or:_examtile, if a learner can. . .
- - a

count out the might amount of money to purthtsitems in a store but .takes
.

t
five minutes, the learner has acquired tbe skill' but needs to perform the ,_ .

skill more "rapidly for it tokecome functional. FAryr another example, a
,

d / .
;

learner who can sound out words but :takes ten.secorids. per word, has acquired- .. -

a decoding skill and should.be taught to desode words smoothly And quickly. /
,\ No,

,,:j -

Haring agnirEaton (1978) articulated three definfVons of fhency which .

, - , .

included the performance of the skill" at some level which: a) insures main-

tenance, b)_insures success in later or reldted tasks and skills,and c)

sures some level cycomparab3e. performance to that' of others:

At least four preeedures may be eMplgoyed to facilitate,..maintenance

acquired skills: periodically reviewing and retraining the.4sIcills as n
o

sary, interspersing practice on previouslracquired skills-with-the r,
of new skills, overpracticing (drilling) acquired skillS; and assuring

I
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k after skills have been acquired learners .are provided -repeated oppartuni-
t.

.

ties to_practice the in asks of $ndependent living.
:

Skills oftendrop out due tolack of opportunities to practice or-per-

forli,them., One procedure to 4ncrease both the llinctionability and maintenance

of skills is.to frequently require learners to use the skills in leisure time

activities and tasks of daily jiving. To accomplish this a number of potenti-

ally finctional tasks which frequently occur in and outside of school can be
_

/ 4

delineated and the learners can be required to perform the tasks. Chart 22

illustrates aLfew potentially functionfl tasks for, selected skills. In addi-

Van, most skills can.be practiced through games. For esampfe,:heading,words

can be practiced through bbargamip which learners have to correptly

.43 demonstrate skills depicted oriboArd squares or chance cans in order to

renain on the square.
If

Procedures such as providirig overpractice (drillt) on acquired skills

have been demonstrated to be effective in facilitating skill maintenance

(Haring and Eaton, 19X8). However, repeated practice on 'skill% is often te-

dious for both the edu ator and learner. Learners typically have to be pro-
.

v ided with high 19vels of reinforc ment temaintain responding (avoid per-

lormance Rroblems) during repeated practice. in addition, drills enhance

skill functionality. Although drills are effective in enhancing skill mainte-

nance, it is suggestedthat performance of skills in tasks of independent

living and recreational Activities be...given at least equal emphasis to drills.

Fluency also involZes teaching learners to,perform such skills as count-

ing out money and soundingoUt words at.appropriate rates, reading survival

words, such as danger, with a high degree of accuracy, walking long distancei
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Skills

CHART 22

PERFORM4NCE OP SKILLS ACROSS FUNCTIONAL TASKS

I

Potentially Functional Tasks

Word attack
skills

.

Addition and
subtraction
-skills'

Leisure time
41reading material

,Budgeting
money

Newspaper

Determining
if enough
utensils are
available for
settings
table

Recipes igns.

Keeping
score in
a game

Making .

change

O

I

Menus

Dressing
%skills

Dressing for
day

'Dressing for
gym

Dressing , Dressing Dressing,
to go before 'for c

outside and after :swimming,
toileting ,

Labeling
objects

-_

Requesting
. -1

objecte^when
indicating .wants
and needs

Describing
objects

119,
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(duration)- and, maintaining head control for long lengths of time (duration)

tofacilitatesuccess in later related tasks and task6, of ,independent living. The

changing criterion procedure described earlier can be used to increase. rate,

accuracy, and duration of skills in small steps from the learner"s current

..--'

level of performance to an acceptable criterion. In addition, r , tlura-

tion and.accuracy games can be, devised and used as leisure /free time activi-, ,

ties for leatners. Teaching to rate, duration, and accurac criteria should
. .

also facilitate skill maintenance since learners are receiving repeated

1

practice on the skill s.

. Fluency criterion for rate, duration and accuracy of skill performance

tv-

should be both academically and .socially valid. For example, the rateaof
. -

sounding out cv words is- academically valid when the rate fascilitates success.

in sounding out words in later related tasks (e.g., cvc, ccvc, cvcc words).,

The rate for counting money is socially valid when it approxima.tis the rate

at which people typically count out money.
,...4. .

..

Skill generalization and application itil facilitated when learners' skill .'*, . e-

performance is fluent.. Lack of fluent skill performance can inhibit meaning-
-?.

,ful use of skills such as counting outmoney or sbunding out words in tasks

of 'independent living. Skill generalization can be taught and 'atsess'ed through

the deductive and inductive teaching procedures described previously.. In addi-

tion, skill generalization, is enhanced when learners are requiriedto pereirM

the skills across tasks of independent living and recreation. That is, the

.

should
1

is

ame procedures ofi-equiring skill performancl across tasks which facil-

, . N.
itate skill maintenance should also enhance skill gendralization.

,

jeur 9xperience° /earners sometimes make performance errors because we have

taught skills to an acquisition level butflev'e 5 iled/to systematical ly teach fru-
,.

1

-. .
ency, and generalization. In_fact, many curricula and, assessment tools used

. . . ,,,. .. ,..- -
. ,
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'wi,th difficult to teach learners do not directly attend to fluen, or generali-

zation. As a result, assessment information can indicate that lean rssan

perform or have acquired skills but there is no assurance that the ftkils

have been learned a criterion that allows them to be used in a meaningf

manner. As educators we are concerned with teaching functional skills and

must proyide as much emphasis on teaching to fluency and generalization as

we place on acquisition.

In addition to the factordescribed above, an ecological analysis ap-

proach can be employed to facilitate skill fluency and generalization (Brown,

FAvey, Baumgart, Pumpian, Schroeder, and Gruenewald, 1980). As referenced

herein an ecological analysis *roach involve's selecting skills to be asgtssed

and taught plus determining the condition and criterion for skill performance

on the basis of an analysis of 'he skill requirements' of the environment

where the skill will ultimately be-performed. The ecological analysis approach

is an environmental, approach to assessment and instruction. That is, instead

of us4ng commercial curriculaand assessment tools as the primary or only basis

for selecting skills to be assessed and taught ,community domestic living,

vocational,.recreational, and other'tommuni roinments in which learners

cur#ntly function or may function tn the future are analyzed to determine,

what skills to assess.and teach.

An ecological analysis can usually be accomplished in the following steps

.(Brown, et al., 1980). First, general environments in which learners cur-

rently function.or may function, in the future are delineated. Typicglly, the

.environments include domestic living; recreatidnal, vocational and other commu-

nity environments:- ,These environments become the curriculum domains.

Next, more specific environments in which learners currently function or

ma3 function in the future are derived.,, For'expmple, current environments in

the curriculum domain of domestic living include natural homes, foster Ames
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and group homes while potential future environments could include group

homes, supervised apartments and houses, After the environments have

been articulated, subenvironments for each environment may, be articulated.

1
For instance, the subenvironments for a house could include bathroom, kitchen,

bedroom, living room, hallway, dining room and basement.

Once the subenvironments have been derived, major activities which

typically occur in the subenvirotiment can be listed. Major activities for

the kitchen could include cooking, washing dishes, setting the table-,eati,

making conversation, cleaning up, etc. Finally, each activity is t&sk ana-

lyzed to determine what skills. are typically exhibited in the completion of

the activities and under what conditions and at what criterion the skills are

?erformed. That is, cues which typically evoke skill performance (the high-

est level in prompt hierarchy previously delineated), naturally occurring

instructional and correctiourompts (previously refered to as instruction-

ally convenient prompts) and the criterion for meaningful or functional, skill

performance (fluency) can be determined. Thd cues, prompts and skill per-

formance criterion delineated may be used as the mastery conditions and

criterionfor skill performance.

Assessments of learners can be performed by conducting a discrepancy

analysis between learners' skill performance and the skills required in tree

environments. That is,earneri can be.assessed in the actual environments

and/or environments which stimulate the performance criterion conditions of

thiienvironments in which the skills are ultimately to be performed. A

. discrepancy analysis may indicate that learners need to acquire certain skills
t.

and/or that learners can perform the skills but must be taught to perform

them under the desired conditions and/or at appropriate criterion. As articu-

lated by this brief description of the ecological analysis approach, the

approach insures that learners are assessed on and taught skills under'eon:-
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ditions and at criterion similar t those which occur in environments in

, which 5killsIre Ultimately o be performed, facilitating skill fluency and

genenalization:

O

The ecological analysis approach assumes that difficult to teach learners

&not readily generalize tkillsandthat learners must ultimately demon-

strate and often be taught to perform targeted gills in the environments-
.

in which they are ultimately tobe performed. Acquisition instruction may

take place in typical classroom environments or in environments'Ighich

.

stimulate ultimate skill performance environments. However, the ulti-

mate test is whether learners can perf6rm the skills in current and potential

fUture community environments.. To accomplish this, instructional Programming

must extid beyond the classroom into current and potential future community

domestic livipg, recreational, vocational and other community environments'.

The ecological analysis approach does not represent a particularly new

or, innovative'strategy for facilitating skill mastery (fluency and generaliza-

tion). For years, pre-school teachers have analyzed the academic, social

.and su'vival skill requirements of kindergartens and first grades to

.detehnine what skills to tech under what conditions at what criterion,

to enhance success in kindergarten and first grade; special class and

resource room teachers have analyzed the academic, social and survival

skill requirements needed to transition learners into the regular Class

room; vocational teachers have analyzed the vocational, social and sdr-
,

4,

vival skills necessary to transition.learners into. employment; and under-.

graduale pre-medical and,pre-law prograes have analy2ed the skills neces-
.

sary for learners to be additted into medical and law sghool and so on.

;However, the'ecblogicaranalysis approach provides a basis for determining

ri<
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what to4teach under what conditions and at. what fluency criterion., It

offers an alternative to using commercial curriculum and assessment tools

as-the sole basis for diagnosis and curricula selection while emphasizing

functional skills, fluency and generalization.

ti

As delineated herein

prbgramming for difficult

ing element's:

1.

Summary

implementing effective and efficient instructional

to teach learners encompasses at-least tge follow-

c
Adopting the philosophy of an environmentalist_and assuming

that learners do no\ fail but instructional programs fai41.

That is,'inappropridte environmental arrangements produce

and maintain learner skill*deficits.and appropriate environ-

ment arrangements can result in higher levels of performance.

Persistence in systeinatically rearranging the ekcational en-

vironment is one key.. to success with difficult to teach learhers.

2. Maximizing direct instructional time and efficiently managing
. e

instructional resources such that learners have sufficient time

to acquire skills and educators can manage their

should result in a more pleasant, enjoyablkandi

environment for both learnei's and educators.

3. Developing instructional progr4ms such that they:
.

i

accurately, assess learner levels of current performance

utilize reinforcers and prompts which 1011 efficiently
teach new Skills and remediate performanceproblems

IC

break learning into small step ins)rustion '.

alyze learner correct and error pefonlance such
i

that the
iremediation proCedure can directly impact upon acqui-

sition, fluency and generalization challenges
. .

teach functional skills through activities of daily
living and recreational/leispre time activities

, ..

workloads

ffective

a.

b.

e.

f. emphasize skill maintenance, generalization and appli-
cation as well as skill acquisition.

113,-
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We have deliberately chosen to present a very limited set of procedures

which can be ustd in thaOnstruction of difficult to teach learners: The

main.approach we have attempted to present is educational(pvironmentalism
, .

d teaching functional skills. The environmental approachmakes three basic
......

a sumptions: 1) kills are taught, maintained and generalized through the

y tematic arrangemelit of the environment; 2) educators are responsible and

acco ntable for delineating the most appropriate arrangements for individual

LI. earn rs; and'3) learners should be taught skills that they can fluently

use an generalize across environments plus/use in related and

higher 1 vel tasks.

\
i \

J
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